
Report On The Colonisation of Planet Bartley

This was a simulation run by Ken & Jo Walton over the weekend of Intersection. This report starts
with discussion and moves on to specific handouts given out to the participants and information
about the biology of the planet.

Running the Simulation

The way we run these things is to have a starting situation presented to the participants as a fait
accompli - you are here and for these reasons. Then we split them into groups, or committees, with
responsibility for certain things, and give them information and problems. All the background is
done in advance, but information is given to the committees only when they start looking for it.

It was very international this time. We had plenty of British people, two Danes, an Irishwoman,
several Americans, a Frenchman and one unforgettable Swede. Everyone in it was marvellous and
inventive and did things we hadn't thought of. Apart from the acoustic problems it went very well.
The acoustic problems were a *real* problem with this - using a mike is fine to address a crowd, but
to give privileged information to a group of six that you don't want the rest of the room to hear it is
useless. It is also no good for parliamentary meetings with everyone gathered together - it destroys
spontaneity of response. Something like this needs an enclosed room with good sound quality.

Unlike every time we've done this before, we ran the two start-up sessions with two separate groups
and then brought them together in deliberate conflict. We knew we'd have a number of people who'd
done it before - though there were only a handful - and we wanted to surprise them as well as the
new people. We also had the problem of there being a lot of people at Worldcon. We decided we
could cope with having them in two groups, and deliberately set out for them to have different
experiences and identities. We gave them all badges - DTPd pieces of paper with their ship name and
logo on, both to help them identify and so we could tell them apart when we brought them together.
This worked very well indeed.

Something that had also never happened before was new people turning up every day. This threw us
the first time and we took ages trying to sort them out. After that we just sent them where they
looked as if they might be useful or thrust them into the two main groups, trusting people to brief
them. Some stayed and enjoyed themselves, others left. By the last day we came up with a response
to this problem - we decided to recruit them to be the mining expedition we'd planned to control.
This worked - but it can only work if we have another force sorted out for them to be, and it only
worked because the people involved were brilliant and picked up their position from very slight
cueing.

Having David Angus' globe made a big difference to running things - people could point to their
geographical locations and it made everything seem very real.

Themes

These simulations always use a lot of SF cliches, but generally work along the lines of "You are
abandoned alone on a new planet with just this stuff." This time the theme was "You thought you
could colonise this planet in peace, but other people keep turning up". Our two groups set out
separately and did not expect each other. A light-sail space-ship, the Linton-Landis, left Earth
expecting a 40 year voyage. The laser powering it was switched off part-way because of an
economic crisis on Earth, and the first two-hour session for this group was spent aboard, coping with



turning the ship into a generation ship. The Setanta was a libertarian FTL ship which left 80 years
later but arrived six months before. They were very surprised to see each other. Then in the last
session miners from an Earth megacorporation turned up.

What Happened

The Linton-Landis had problems because their hibernation was insufficient to carry them through
their longer voyage. They had to cope with having far more people awake on the ship than it was
designed for. They had to extend the hydroponics far beyond its capacity. The way we worked out
the figures in advance, out of their 10000 colonists, they could arrive with between 1000-7000. They
did it with slightly over 6000 - a triumph for social engineering. We wanted them to have to make
hard decisions. They held out against "mulching" sleeping colonists (they had to get the biomass
from somewhere!) and instead encouraged a suicide cult, a religion based on safe arrival on the
planet, and mass off-duty use of hash-brownies for contentment. The religion and suicide-cult were
first suggested by a ten-year old boy in the Engineering Department! This, combined with major re-
engineering, saw them safely through to arrival - when they saw that the planet was occupied and
their equipment, instead of safely orbiting, was in use.

The Setanta assumed that the Linton-Landis were safely dead, and spent their first session dealing
with Bartley's peculiar biology. By the time the Linton-Landis arrived, they had burned all life from
one island, set up fishing villages on stilts over the water, and 5000 of their 20000 population had
gone AWOL to another island. They put a lot of energy into trying to hack into the codes of the
weather satellite which was in orbit - we had no intention of giving them it, but let them keep on
trying. This became the LL's hole card later.

The second session began with the two parties contacting each other - we started with the LL coming
into the system and sending a radio message, and giving everyone time to respond to each other, the
time slowly being cut as they got closer and closer to each other. This ended with a "summit
meeting" aboard the Setanta, for which the LL crowd brought some hash-brownies. This worked
very well, and they came to an amicable agreement to share the planet but settle separate islands.

Over the next session the two groups came to a reasonable accommodation with each other, and
discovered that the loopers were intelligent. There was a lot they weren't telling each other - the LL
knew where the missing Setanta people were, and the Setanta had a lot of information on the biology
that they didn't share.

In the last session a Megacorp Mining Company from Earth arrived. As soon as they got the
microphone they announced "Hello. This is the Planetary Exploitation Corporation." Ignoring any
claims the colonists might have, they went on to claim the planet, clearing ground of slime with a
dirty-nuclear explosion. Making rapid plans, the rest allied against them, and managed to capture
their spaceship. At the same time the loopers, enraged, poisoned the Setanta island with a strong
form of slime. The simulation ended with the mining corp defeated, only one shuttle left working,
and peace being made between humanity and looperkind.

Notes made in Advance

Delta Pavonis - 19 light years from Sol System

(Given to both)



Stellar Information:

l Number of stars: Single star
l Class: Main sequence - Class V
l Type: G 8 (Yellow)
l Brightness: 2
l This is a Population 1 star
l Biozone: 0.80-1.20 AU
l Number of planets: 10
l Oort Cloud: Present

Planetary Information:

l 1 0.40 AU Hot RockBall Diameter=8,031 miles Gravity 0.37G Year: 0.24 Earth years

Moons: Small: 1

l HABITABLE PLANET. Delta Pavonis 2 - Planet Bartley.

2 0.80 AU Terrestial Diameter=5,952 miles Gravity: 0.882 Day: 20 hours Year: 297.6 local
days (248 Earth days, 0.68 Earth years)

Moons: 0

Axial Tilt: 12 degrees

Atmosphere composition: Oxygen-Nitrogen

Life: Present - complex plant and animal life detected

Biochemistry: Earth-compatible but some irritants likely

Intelligence: No signs of intelligent life or alien civilization detected

l 3 1.20 AU Asteroid Belt
l 4 2.00 AU Large Gas Giant Diameter=87,323 miles Gravity: 1.20G Year: 2.70 Earth years

Moons: 11 Small: 8 Medium: 3 Large: 0

Special feature: Faint ring (like Uranus)

l 5 3.60 AU Large Gas Giant Diameter=82,952 miles Gravity: 1.52G Year: 6.51 Earth years

Moons: 11 Small: 13 Medium: 3 Large: 1 Giant: 2

Special feature: Faint ring (like Uranus)

l 6 13.20 AU Medium Gas Giant Diameter=51,689 miles Gravity: 1.18G Year: 45.73 Earth
years

Moons: 12 Small: 5 Medium: 2 Large: 0 Giant: 1

Special feature: Retrograde moon



l 7 26.00 AU Asteroid Belt
l 8 51.60 AU Asteroid Belt

l 9 102.80 AU Terrestial: T/NA Diameter=8,537 miles Gravity:1.39G Year: 993.79 Earth years

Moons: Medium: 1

Pressure: Trace atmosphere

Atmosphere composition: Exotic

19% Methane

80% Carbon oxides

Less than 1% Ammonia

Less than 1% Hydrogen

l 10 205.20 AU Terrestial: T/NA Diameter=3,050 miles Gravity: 0.17G Year: 2,802.66 Earth
years

Moons: 0

Pressure: No atmosphere

Linton Landis Separate Equipment Modules

(Given to both)

l 1) Weather & Planetary Resources satellite
l 2) Colony start-up pack (- contains small amounts of 5-10)
l 3) Exploration Equipment
l 4) Prefabricated Housing

Modules 1-4 will arrive before the Linton-Landis reaches Delta Pavonis and will be waiting in orbit.
Thereafter a module will arrive every two years

l 5) Scientific Research Equipment
l 6) Mechanics Equipment and Workshops
l 7) Additional Medical Equipment
l 8) Mining Equipment
l 9) Earth moving equipment
l 10) Building Equipment
l 11) Manufacturing Plant 1
l 12) Communications satellites
l 13) 4 Fliers
l 14) Manufacturing Plant 2

A Brief History of Space Colonisation

(Given to the Setanta committee)



Earth: 2095. The new technology of solar-sails and giant pushing lasers has been discovered, and
reports are coming in every day about wonderful new Earthlike planets being discovered. It is a time
of peace and prosperity - pollution is finally licked. The United Nations, at the end of a century of
uneasy balancing acts, manages to unite the whole planet on the platform "A brighter future in the
stars!". Earth is overcrowded, and this gives everyone new hope. With a planetary government
(Known as "United Earth" or "Mother Earth") for the first time in history, a major effort is put into
the Bartley Project - sending colonists and all they need to survive by solar-sail ships to the new
worlds. This is a fabulously expensive project, but Earth pulls together and sends off 80 colony
outfits to different planets. The frozen stuff (people, animals and embryos) are sent in one ship,
equipment etc. is sent separately to save on costs. The plan is that some of the equipment will be
waiting when the people arrive, while the rest will arrive year by year as it is needed.

Earth: 2141. The effort of sending the 80 colonies bankrupts the United Earth, which collapses in
political and economic chaos. New Corporations emerge to rule some areas of the planet, others
become independent libertarian or "Free" areas, refusing all law but their own consensus committee
decisions. The space colonies are now seen as a waste of resources.

Earth: 2179. In one of the Free areas a FTL jump drive is developed. The first thing its inventor does
is go and visit the colonies - only to find dead bodies circling those worlds where the ships have
already arrived - some, naturally are still in transit. The freezing technology has failed, and the
colonists have arrived dead. Many libertarians and people seeking freedom off-Earth buy the FTL
drive and set off to the colonies, feeling that at last they can have a return on the resources they and
their ancestors worked for.

Earth 2190: The Setanta sets out for Delta Pavonis and Planet Bartley, which was one of Earth's
original targets and where a bounty of surplus equipment sent out from Earth will have arrived.

LINTON-LANDIS START-UP SPEECH

"Here you are, Citizens, aboard the Linton-Landis, one of Earth's Colony Starships. Using the
technology of Lightsails you are making the long voyage to Delta Pavonis, to begin a new life in the
stars. You have made it through the rigorous testing program, and you can now sleep for the forty
years it will take your ship to reach its destination safe in the knowledge you are equipped to tackle
the brave new world you will discover. All Earth's teeming billions would love to be in your place.
Earth was united on the slogan "The best and the brightest to the stars". You, and the colonists in the
other ships in this program, are the brightest and the best. Good luck, Citizens, Mother Earth is proud
of you."

Mother Earth Knows Best: 2 The Colonisation Program

A Close Look At The Linton-Landis

(Given to the Linton-Landis)

Recommended for 8-12 year olds.

The Linton-Landis is one of United Earth's finest Colony ships. She will carry 10,000 colonists to
Planet Bartley at Delta Pavonis, to begin a new life for humanity in the stars. Like all the "Forward"
class starships she consists of a thousand kilometre light sail and thirty-five decks. She will be
powered by laser, but will brake at arrival at Planet Bartley by use of her fusion drive. This fusion
drive will then go on to be the power nucleus of the fledgeling colony. Linton-Landis will go, at her
cruising speed of .4 c, but it will take almost 22 years for her to reach that speed. Her voyage to
Bartley will take 50 years.



The colonists will spend most of that time in cold sleep, but they will each spend one year of the
voyage awake helping to crew the ship. This means that at any time a "village" of 200 people will be
awake. The ship doesn't need a crew of 200 of course, although the hydroponics need considerable
attention. But physiologists and psychologists agree that some time awake on the voyage is more
healthy, and a community of 200 is large enough to avoid the problems of close confinement.
Problems needing expert help will be rare indeed with a solar-sail ship, and there will always be time
to wake an expert crew member in an emergency.

The top three decks of the Linton-Landis are given over to ship controls, the fusion plant,
recreational and meeting halls and residential areas. The next two decks are hydroponics. The
hydroponics provide oxygen for the ship as well as food for the waking colonists, in ample taste and
variety. Beneath that is the gravity deck. This will not be needed during the period of the voyage
when the ship is under acceleration, but later this deck will be spun to provide rim gravity for
exercise of the waking colonists. The rest of the ship will not have any gravity for the twenty year
cruising period. Beneath this begin the cold-sleep decks where those colonists whose turn it is to
sleep may dream of the new home they are going to. At the very bottom of the ship, but still within
the radiation shielding, lie three floors of seeds and animals - in the same cold sleep as their human
partners. These Earth animals and plants are going to colonise in exactly the same way as the
humans.

Apart from the fusion plant, which is needed for deceleration on arrival, the Linton-Landis carries
little of what the colonists will need. The rest of the equipment has been sent separately, under the
"Bartley Plan", first suggested by C.A. Bartley as early as the mid-1990's. Some of if has been sent
ahead, more will arrive year by year as the colony needs it. Equipment, not being bound by the same
constraints of radiation and gravity as human bodies, can sustain higher accelerations and more time
in space.

LINTON-LANDIS PERSONNEL DETAILS

(Given to LL Personnel)

l Research 1509 Dependants 285
l Exploration 475 Dependants 106
l Engineering 1523 Dependants 310

l Medical 176 Dependants 33
l Personnel 100 Dependants 20
l Security 150 Dependants 30

l Agronomy 2091 Dependants 686
l Utilities 2013 Dependants 492

Religion

l Agnostic 1758
l Xian - Roman 135
l Xian - Protestant 415
l Xian - Orthodox 75
l Muslim - Sunni 2183
l Muslim - Shi'ite 675
l Hindu - 675
l Judaic - 250
l Assorted Pagan 1000
l Buddhist 1575



l Taoist 720
l Shinto 540

Native Tongue

l Mongol - 1500
l Chinese - 2000
l Japanese - 1000
l Amerind - 60
l Polynesian - 150
l Urdu/Hindi - 1000
l Assorted Arabic - 1000
l Swahili - 1000
l English - 1500
l Assorted European 500
l Other - 290

MESSAGE RECEIVED BY LINTON LANDIS WHEN LASER WAS SWITCHED
OFF

"To those aboard Earth's Colony Ships. Regret to inform you that due to economic considerations
imperative we switch off laser. Sorry, we tried to help, but they are rioting outside, they have
stopped believing in you. Good luck - I think you're our last chance now. Goodbye, I can hear them
breaking down the doors -

NO CARRIER"

A Potential Problem with Reference to Coldsleeper Biodegradability

(Given to Linton-Landis)

It has come to my attention that the voyage is now expected to last 70 years instead of the projected
45. Are the committee aware that, apart from the 50 Medical Emergency Coldsleepers, all
Coldsleepers used for this voyage are made of biodegradable plastics which are intended to
biodegrade after 50 years? Pardon me, but this seems to imply that they will not last for the length of
the proposed journey.

Coldsleep Technician First Class Juan Thant

SETANTA START-UP SPEECH

Fellow Startravellers!

Here we are, at Delta Pavonis, in orbit around Planet Bartley.

I see gathered here before me a bunch of rugged individualists, pioneers, bold settlers who have cast
off the shackles of Earth and chosen to take the great adventure and set out across the depths of space
to colonise a new planet. All of us have paid out of our own pockets to be here. The committee
organised the effort to buy and launch the Setanta, all of you put your hands in your pockets, selling
your houses and your cars and liquidating all your assets to buy a share in the spaceship and in the
colony. You have taken the great gamble - to live free, beyond the reach of the governments and
megacorporations of Earth. As in the days of covered wagons across the plains of America, you have
each packed up your belongings and used your individual weight allowances to choose what you
want to bring to our new home. The committee will continue to guide the colony and make decisions



where necessary, and we hope that everyone will contribute to the great scientific effort needed to
truly understand this new world, but all suggestions of the committee and all sharing of knowledge
will be purely voluntary. The committee and scientific research will be funded by public
subscription. There was a word on Earth that legitimised the practice of governments stealing money
from people's pay - let that word never be uttered on Delta Pavonis.

Humanity's last attempt at colonising this planet failed. The United Earth ship the state sent out here
perished on the way. But the equipment is safely arrived in orbit, and more will arrive each year.
This is our shared inheritance - our parents and grandparents worked hard to pay to subsidise that
wasteful space programme, but now we will see the benefit. That equipment henceforth belongs to
all of us. The Utilities representatives will be in change of organising its use, but it will be fair and
open organisation.

Fellow Startravellers, welcome to Planet Bartley, welcome to freedom.

GROUPS PAYING TO TRAVEL ABOARD THE SETANTA - PAGE ONE

(Given to Setanta Personnel)

l Name of Group: Aardvark's Anonymous

Type of Group: SF readers group

Number of Persons: 13

Gender of Persons: 9M 5F

Number of Persons under 12 years old: 3

Weight of baggage: 3900

Armed: yes

l Name of Group: Alberquerque Home Farm

Type of Group: Farmers

Number of Persons: 6

Gender of Persons: 3M 3F

Number of Persons under 12 years old: 4

Weight of baggage: 1800

Armed: yes

l Name of Group: The Aeronauts

Type of Group: Balloon Enthusiast Community

Number of Persons: 5



Gender of Persons: 5M

Number of Persons under 12 years old: 0

Weight of baggage: 1800

Armed: Yes

l Name of Group: Ammonite Women's Co-op

Type of Group: Feminist Parthenogenic Research Community

Number of Persons: 22

Gender of Persons: 22F

Number of Persons under 12 years old: 8

Weight of baggage: 7500>

Armed: yes

l Name of Group: Jethro Anderson Type of Group: None of your goddam business

Number of Persons: 1

Gender of Persons: M

Number of Persons under 12 years old: 0

Weight of baggage: 300

Armed: yes

l Name of Group: Aragorn for King

Type of Group: Middle Earth Naturists

Number of Persons: 19

Gender of Persons: 10M 9F

Number of Persons under 12 years old: 5

Weight of baggage: 5700

Armed: yes

l Name of Group: The Duke of Argyll

Type of Group: English aristocratic family and retainers

Number of Persons: 32



Gender of Persons: 16M/14F

Number of Persons under 12 years old: 5

Weight of baggage: 16,000 lb

Armed: yes

l Name of Group: The Armitage Armada

Type of Group: Armitage family and friends

Number of Persons: 14

Gender of Persons: 9M/5F

Number of Persons under 12 years old: 5

Weight of baggage: 4200 lb

Armed: yes

ECOSYSTEM FOR PLANET BARTLEY

Sunday 5th June 1994

SFIK session with Jack Cohen

The planet "selected" was one which a robot probe would accept as suitable for human colonisation.
We decided it would have a range of temperatures and climate zones similar to Earth and that the
dominant land series of creatures (in the same way that the vertebrates are dominant on Earth) would
be evolved from something that came out of the sea in the form of a six armed starfish. This would
mean that although some creatures would walk on two legs, they would then have either four arms or
two arms and two wings etc. This starfish idea was originally thought of by Dougal Dixon and Jack
Cohen and they had made some models of some animals evolved from it. However we did not
develop their models but concentrated on other areas. These starfish- descendents would fill every
niche but could not be smaller than about 2 inches high because of the jumping mechanism in their
legs worked. This would make children's nature study very easy because you would not need a
microscope!

Niches for smaller creatures would be filled by jellyfish-like creatures, which also evolved in various
ways. There would be an all pervasive thin film of tiny jellyfish which could merge into one and
secrete a great dissolving gel to eat dead vegetation, dead animals and also excreta of animals. Most
living plants and animals would have chemical cues which warned it off or killed it, but there might
be some animals which adapted to use it as a parasite, providing some protection against their
predators. There would also be a terrific assortment of worms of all sorts. There would be trees and
bushes but no grass analogue, grass could not survive these creatures. In fact anything that kept still
or moved too slowly or did not send out the cue for them to go away would be eaten up by them.

We then worked towards building a symbiotic system for three types of creatures, in which it might
be possible for all three types to develop intelligence of a sort. The central point of this symbiosis
was a tree, a tree which produced fruit containing a central seed or nut capable of growing into
another tree. This fruit was produced inside the bark, to protect it from the "jellyfish" and then
pushed to the outside when it was ripe. Small looping starfish descendents, (looping along like



caterpillars on two of their arms, with four small arms for clutching and carrying), would then eat the
fruit and inject their egg into the seed. They would then bury the seed in the burrow of a large, long-
lived worm, where it would in time develop into a baby looper which ate the nut and continued the
cycle. They would also hide nuts which do not contain an egg, hence spreading the trees.

Over time, these loopers would begin to peel away the bark from almost ripe fruit. This would be an
advantage to the tree, which is not losing as much bark as before. It would also tend to fall in squares
or lumps rather than as strips, and might therefore be more use to the worms. The worms eat the
jellyfish in vast quantities. They make burrows to live in and protect the entrance with these squares
of bark, when they can get them. Eventually the jellyfish get through the bark, of course, but it lasts
for a while before the worm needs more. The worms live in their burrows, using the bark as both
trapdoor and bait for their prey. They use the nut and the baby looper as protection against their
predators.

So the looper is getting the following advantages from the symbiosis: food (the fruit) and food for
the next generation (the nut), protection for the next generation (the burrow). It is getting impetus to
develop intelligence because huge worms will evolve whose mouths look just like burrows, and also
little creatures which will burrow under the bark waiting for loopers to come and peel off the bark -
and then eat them. The smarter it is and the better it is able to distinguish the real fruit and burrows
from the deceptive ones then the better it will survive and pass on its genes. There may be species of
loopers where both sexes climb the trees and compete for the fruit, or where the male offers the nut
to the waiting female. There may be some where only the female climbs and the male defends a
territory.

The tree is getting the following advantages: the fruit is taken at the right point, and nuts are spread
and planted. It is losing less bark than if it had to push the fruit right out. The tree may develop
chemical cues to only open up to the "right" species of loopers, the smarter ones which will spread
the nuts better. It doesn't have much impetus to intelligence as things stand.

The worm is getting the following advantages: squares of bark to protect/bait it's tunnel; a nut and a
baby looper to protect it from its predators (not many creatures will eat both worms and baby
loopers). It is also getting, if all goes well, a tree growing out of its burrow, which is an advantage
because the worm only nests very occasionally, and then in the top of a tree. If it has its own tree it
can crawl up the trunk, find a place where the bark has been cut, produce its babies in safety and
sunlight, die, let the babies eat it and then they can slither down the trunk to eat jellyfish, build
tunnels and wait for nuts.

The intention was that all three parts of this symbiosis would develop different kinds of intelligence
and end up as a kind of tripartite intelligence, heart and mind and soul.

Watch out for a workshop colonising this planet at Intersection, Worldcon in Glasgow '95. Thank
you to everyone who contributed.

Note on Biology

We didn't give out this information in this form, but rather let them discover everything piecemeal.
The acidic slime jellyfish was a real problem for them, as it was everywhere and slowly ate away
anything organic. We also had pencil sketches of a looper drawn by Ken - but we can't reproduce it
in ascii, unfortunately. The reports below are the initial reports they had on investigating.

Report of First Exploration

Once off the burned area there appears to be a layer of acidic slime all over everything. Our boots
suffered some damage from contact with it. The dominant flora are huge trees, with smaller bushes



also found. Many areas are exclusively populated by the trees with a solid canopy and bare soil
below them. Other areas have many bushes and trees dotted about. The fauna all seem to be have six
arms. We have seen some leaping like mechanical toys, and some the size of large dogs looping their
way along like caterpillars.

Report on Animal Life

The dominant land-based life forms are based on a six-armed pattern.

The majority of land organisms have two "legs" and four "arms", and move in a looping fashion
(similar to a caterpillar) using their "arms" for manipulation of their food. These have been called
"loopers", and vary in size from small creatures a couple of inches long, to large creatures the size of
an elephant.

The other six-limbed creatures (which are less frequent) have four "legs" and two "arms" (the arms
being at front and rear). They generally move with a strange leaping motion, and have been called
leapers. The smallest of these are about two inches long, due to their leaping mechanism.

Worms of various sizes form an important part of the ecosystem, being very common in the soil.
Many of these are immune to the acid secretions produced by the slime, and the slime forms a major
part of their diet.

All the animal life so far studied constantly exudes an alkaline sweat, which serves to warn off the
Slime (see separate report).

Report on the Slime

The slime is made up of millions of organisms about the size of a jelly-bean. They are never found in
individual state, and they are capable of joining together without a visible join into a blanket of
slime. This is the all-pervasive film of slime which can be found everywhere, except in the ashy
recently-burned areas. They move within the earth, leaching minerals from it. They are eaten by
some varieties of worms that have been identified. They eat dead plants and animals and the excreta
of animals. Local animals and plants must have some protection against them - maybe we should
investigate this? - or there would be none left.

In laboratory conditions it is possible to study them individually. Their underside is all stomach,
which secretes a cocktail of acidic digestive juices - some kinds of slime have stronger acid than
others. They immediately begin to dissolve anything organic with which they come into contact.

There are a number of other larger slime-like organisms occupying other niches in the ecology, but
so far none have been identified that are larger than 40 or 50 millimetres long.

Thanks and Acknowledgements
This simulation would not have been possible without the following people, who are acknowledged
in various ways by the traditional method of expeditions of naming things after your benefactors.
The Bartley Plan - you don't have to send all your stuff with fragile people, you would do better to
send it separately - was proposed by C.A. Bartley on r.a.sf.w. Extreme help with how lightsails and
the Linton-Landis could work came from Geoffrey Landis, Steve Linton, and Alan Brannings -
whose nodename is Setanta. The biology was done with the help of Jack Cohen - it would have been
impossible without his knowledge and imagination. David Angus kindly lent us a beautifully
sculpted globe of an alien planet of his own design. We should also like to thank all the participants,
for putting so much effort in. Last but not least, thanks to John Bray for asking us to do this



simulation at Intersection and making it possible for us to be there.

Ken & Jo Walton



Intersection Science Programme Items
This is our best guess at the science programme we ran at Intersection, the 1995 World Science
Fiction Convention in Glasgow.

The organisers were

l John Bray
l Simon Bradshaw
l Dave Clements
l Amanda Baker

This page is a museum piece, and we expect many of the details to be wrong over the years.

ET Encounter

During the five days of the convention we shall be running a simulation of the discovery of evidence
that there is intelligent life off the Earth. Briefings will take place in the fan area three times a day
and we hope to simulate news broadcasts. The interaction will involve teams of people distributed
over various parts of the world and is intended to take place via-email via the internet. News will be
regularly posted to Usenet news groups. Convention members can participate as members of the
news team and should contact Chris Boyce.

Sessions throughout the convention from 2pm Thursday, with public briefings at 6pm each night.

The Great Silence

Where are the Extraterrestrials? Why haven't we been contacted? A goldmine for SF ideas, the
academic study of this problem has come a long way in the last 10 years. Are we victims of a
galactic conspiracy, or is the forrest full of wolves? Dave Clements (moderating), with Martyn Fogg,
Jonathan Cowie, Greg Benford, Paul Shuch, and Duncan Lunan.

You might also like to look at the Seti League and the SETI Institute.

HG Wells Room, 1pm Saturday.

SETI talk

This talk by Paul Shuch will explore evidence for a universe teeming with life and discuss strategies
for SETI. A new cooperative effort between several thousand radio amateurs will be introduced, and
it will be shown that the hardware and software which would make our own planet visible from
across the galaxy is today within our grasp. OHP, audio cassette player.

Dan Dare Room, 11am Friday.

Contact

A talk by Greg Barr on the work of the Contact organisation, who promote discussion on SETI and
xenobiology. CONTACT Japan will also present their clubs activities in worldbuilding with
Masamichi Osako, Takashi Nakamura, and Tetsuya Ochiai. See also a talk on SETI and a panel on
the Great Silence. SP.



Argyll 1, 5pm Sunday.

Epona Project

2 hours of talks and panels on the Epona Project, the most detailed attempt to design an alien planet
and ecology ever done. Organised by Greg Barr, with Roger Zuidema, Nancy Zuidema, Martyn
Fogg, David Angus, Steven Hanly, Gerald Nordley, Del Cotter. OHP, SP, VCR.

Science Room, 2-4pm Sunday

Terraforming - the Science of Green Mars

Martyn Fogg introduces the subject. See also a panel on the ethics of the subject. OHP & SP.

HG Wells Room, 2pm Thursday

Terraforming Mars - Can We? Should We?

A panel discussion hosted by Martyn Fogg, with Kevin J Anderson, Dave Hardy, and Marshall
Savage See also the introduction to terraforming.

HG Wells Room, 5pm Friday

Alternate Technological Histories

Alternate Histories generally the decisions of individuals or the outcome of wars as their turning
points. But history could equally well have been altered through differences in the way technology
has developed. What would the outcome of WW2 have been of radar had been invented sooner, or
not at all? Would we have had ICBMs if the V2 hadn't been developed when it was?. Simon
Bradshaw moderates Stephen Baxter, Pat McMurray, Evelyn Leeper, and Harry Turtledove.

Argyll 2/3, 1pm Friday

British Space - What was and what could have been

A talk by Simon Bradshaw on Britain's space programme in the 1950s and 1960s, together with
cancelled projects, future concepts and some 'what might have been' ideas. OHP.

HG Wells Room, 11am Sunday

Geography of Space

2 talks by Henry Spencer looking at the Useful Bits of the Solar System. OHP

Legend Room, 3pm Thursday and HG Wells Room, 4pm Friday

Intersection Starship

3 hours of panels/workshops to design an Intersection starship. Even if you can't make the
workshops, come along to the final session to hear what was devised. Moderated by Gerald Nordley,
with Paul Marrow, Bob Forward, Steven Howe, Carol Botteron and Stephen Davis. OHP

You might also want to look at a starship design homepage.



Workshop sessions in Science Room 2-4pm Saturday, 12pm Sunday. Report in Legend Room, 12pm
Monday.

Asteroid Deflection: The Threat, the Technology and the Politics

An asteroid has been discovered on a collision course with Earth. How could we stop it? How much
notice would we need? Is the technology available? Bill Higgins explains how to Save the World
before the issue is discussed by a panel. SP.

HG Wells Room, 6pm Friday.

Asteroid Deflection: The Panel

Assuming we can move asteroids, should we? Some people, eg Carl Sagan, feel that such an ability
would be too dangerous as a potential weapon. Others are sure that if we can develop the required
technology, we should do so in good time. The panel following up the talk, moderated by Bill
Higgins with Gordon Ross, Steve Rothman, Marianne Dyson, Jordin Kare and Jonnathan Vos Post
considers the pros and cons.

HG Wells Room, 3pm Saturday.

Negative Matter Supported Wormholes and How to Find Them

Panelists John Cramer, Geoffrey Landis, Greg Benford and Bob Forward discuss their recent joint
physics paper on natural wormholes and how to find them. The basic idea is that due to mass flow
and back reaction, one end of a natural wormhole will become a negative-mass GNACHO
(Gravitationally Negative Anomalous Compact Halo Object) and produce a distinct signature as a
gravitational lens. The panelists will discuss the applications and implications of their GNACHO
concept. OHP and pointer.

Argyll 2/3, 11am Friday.

Piloted by Puppets: Gerry Anderson's Extraordinary Vehicles

Futuristic aircraft, rockets, and submarines figured prominently in such technophilic TV series as
Thunderbirds, Stingray, and Fireball XL5. Take a tour of these marvelous machines, and compare
them with real-world designs. SP. Bill Higgins moderates Mitchell Burnside Clapp Kim Newman.

1pm Monday.

The Space Treasure Trail

Andy Nimmo talks about a proposal for the Millenium Fund to launch a solar sailing project. With
Gregory Beckman, Duncan Lunan, and Gordon Ross. SP/OHP.

Wizard's Cave, 3pm Thursday.

International Co-operation in Space

Are international projects a good idea? What happens when one partner pulls out (as happened with
the US half of the Ulysses mission)? What if the main partner moves the goalposts and other
participants can't keep up? With the International Space Station soon to be built, our panel will
discuss the pros and cons of such endeavours.



The panellists discuss why can't we all get along in Space. Moderated by Andy Nimmo, with Dale
Amon, Jordin Kare, Janet Johnston, and someone.

Argyll 1, 2pm Monday.

Brewing and Distilling in Space

A panel on the problems/advantages of making hooch in space. Martin Hoare, Mark Olsen (mod),
Paul Treadaway, Chris Cooper and Wolf Foss?.

Arran, 9pm Sunday.

Soviet Space Programme

A talk by Hugh Gregory, on the until-recently hidden darker days of the Soviet Space Programme.
VCR.

Science Room, 5pm Sunday.

First Millenial Foundation

Marshall Savage talks about his plans to bootstrap space colonies using private funds. 2 hours
including Q and A session.

You might also like to look at The Oceania Homepage and at Marshall's homepage. SP.

Argyll 2/3, 5.30pm Thursday.

Space Warps and Time Machines

How to make a time machine? Robert L Forward tells us how. SP NTSC VCR

Hall 1, 10am Monday.

21st Century Propulsion

How do you drive spaceships without rockets? Robert L Forward gives a talk on the possibilities. SP
NTSC VCR.

Hall 1, 12pm Saturday.

Comsats - Wireless World to Wired World

Intersectionwill mark the 50th anniversary of Arthur C Clarke's paper in Wireless World on
geostationary communications satellites. Simon Bradshaw reviews the conception and development
of comsats and looks forward to the exciting new developments coming in the next few years. OHP

A1 2pm Thursday.

Waverider

A talk on Scotland's own spaceplane by Duncan Lunan. VCR, SP, OHP/FC.



Video rooms sometime.

Economics of Space Tourism

Lots of science fiction is set in space - but you and I are no nearer getting there than we were 30
years ago. To get cheap launch we need a BIG commercial launch market, and there's ONLY ONE -
people. Just like airlines.

In Japan they've been doing market research on space tourism, and they're now designing a reusable
launch vehicle to cut the cost of a few days in orbit to around 10,000 pounds. At this price they
expect millions of passengers a year. Service to start in 2006.

Can you believe this? Come and watch the video animation of the Shimizu space hotel with Patrick
Collins. SP, OHP, VCR.

Science Room, 5pm Friday.

Space Access 1: DC-X

30 min talk by Mitch Burnside Clapp, Aleta Jackson and Henry Spencer. NTSC VCR.

Legend Room, 2pm Sunday.

Space Access 2: Black Horse

30 min talk on the USAF's Black Horse air-refuelled aerospaceplane by Capt Mitchell Burnside
Clapp, who's project manager for it. OHP NTSC VCR.

Legend Room, 2.30pm Sunday.

Space Access 3: Fast and Cheap

30 min talk by Stephen Baxter.

Legend Room, 3pm Sunday.

Space Access 4: Artemis

30 min on the Artemis lunar base design project by Geoffrey Landis. OHP

Legend Room, 3.30pm Sunday.

Space Access 5: Summary

1 hr 'wash-up' panel with all participants from the Space Access short talks, plus Patrick Collins.

Argyll 2/3, 11am Monday.

Mercury

A talk by Hal Clement on the planet closest to the Sun.

Wizard's Cave, 6pm Saturday.



Clementine

A talk on the results from last year's DoD lunar mapper by Jordin Kare. OHP NTSC VCR.

Science Room, 1pm Thursday.

On-Line Martian Atlas

A talk by Bob Kanefsky on his on-line atlas of Mars, plus work he's been doing on enhancing space
images. SP.

Dan Dare Room, 11am Saturday.

The Green Children of Woolpit

Duncan Lunan investigates a paranormal story and comes up with some very surprising answers.

Shuna/Staffa, 1pm Friday.

The (Ab)Uses of Popular Science

An enquiry into the uses and abuses of popular science moderated by Caroline Mullan, with Steve
Brewster, Christine Carmichael, Daniel Marcus.

Dan Dare Room, 12pm Sunday.

Nanotechnology and the Politics of Plenty

What would the world be like if molecular technology proved feasible? Would it become a dystopia
far worse than anything imagined by Huxley or Orwell, as dictators used machines to spy on their
people and regulate their behaviour? Would it become a libertarian paradise with every individual
becoming, in effect, a sovereign nation, complete with nuclear capability? Would it become a
socialist idyll, of people living free from the fear of poverty, death or pollution, in a land with more
than enough material goods for everyone? Or perhaps a combination of all three? technology is
likely to impact on our lives in the twenty-first century in ways far more profound than the
technology of the twentieth century. But what ways do we want our lives to be changed? And in
what ways to we not want it to be changed? And do we have any choice? Paul Cray (moderating),
with Ben Best, Keith Henson, Kathleen Ann Goonan and Jonathan Vos Post.

For more on technology, take a look at nanotechnology in SF.

Dan Dare Room, 12pm Saturday.

The Internet, Virtual Reality and Cyberspace : Games, Science Fiction and Work

The talk examines these three issues and their interrelationships; the spread of interest in virtual
reality, the ever-growing Internet linking computers and users across the globe and how these two
areas are coming together to provide the real world with the science fictional concept of
Cyberspace : an information terrain populated by co-operating users across the world, interacting
with three-dimensional representations of data within databases. The talk will draw on example
systems developed internationally and on those produced by the European COMIC project. John
Mariani. SP, VCR? OHP.



Dan Dare Room, 10am Saturday.

Computer Risks

The perils and pitfalls of relying too heavily on machines to do your thinking for you. From piloting
aircraft to running missile defences, there are problems we usually avoid thinking about... Daniel
Dern moderates, with Philip Wadler, Charles Stross, Howard Davidson, and Howard Frank.

The newsgroup comp.risks is a superb source of more information.

Dan Dare Room, 6pm Sunday

Lagging Laws - Computers, Cyberspace and Legal Metaphor

Legal systems tend to rely heavily on precedent. When a new technology comes along, the law looks
for ways in which it is similar to things which have come before, and trys to apply the appropriate
rules from the past. Can appropriate metaphors and analogs for the legal problems with computers
and cyber-communications be found, or do we need entirely new models to deal with "virtual
legality"? Sarah Goodman (mod), with Lilian Edwards, Danial Dern, James Whalen, Laura Majerus
and others discuss.

Wizard's Cave, 2pm Saturday.

Lagging Laws - Copyright

Technically, the laws of copyright are clear and apply no matter how a work is published, but what
constitutes "publication" in the world of computers disks, networks and the World Wide Web. A
discussion of where the laws stand, what is unclear and what might need to change to meet the
changes brought about by the information revolution. Sarah Goodman, with Michael Ward, Malcolm
Campbell and Laura Majerus (mod).

Legend Room, 2pm Friday.

Privacy: Is there a future in it?

New technologies like digital telephony and strong encryption are fighting it out against
governments who want to make tapping easy; smart cards with your ID and medical records may
soon be introduced that can be interrogated from a distance without their owner knowing. Will the
future have closed doors or open windows? A panel discussion on the technological future of privacy
and an introduction to the debate. Henry Balen moderates Philip Wadler, Jack Nimersheim, and
Chad Childers.

Legend Room, 1pm Sunday.

Jackpot!

Intersection has bought a lottery ticket. It will win the jackpot. How will we use this money to better
scientific and technological research? The panel of experts discusses grant proposals from the
audience. Dave Clements moderates Andy Nimmo, Marshall Savage, Paul Shuch, and Gary
Strattman.

Jura, 4pm Saturday.



Post Nuclear Family

SF has suggest numerous alternatives to the husband-wife-and-2.4 kids that became the supposed
norm in the fifties. Many people are now living these alternatives for real. Does the Nuclear family
have a future? Can alternatives work? And what is serial monogamy anyway? Ctein, Amy Thomson,
Jennie D-O'C, and Sarah Goodman (mod).

Science Room, 5pm Saturday.

Redesigning the Human Body for Fun and Fornication

A talk by Jack Cohen. SP (speaker control) OHP.

Hall 5, 12pm Friday.

The Collapse of Chaos

Mike Scott interviews Jack Cohen about his book (written with Ian Stewart), The Collapse of Chaos,
which describes a new approach to complex chaotic systems, simple laws of nature, and why the real
world is understandable. The book was released in paperback in June 1995.

Hall 1, 1pm Monday.

What are the limits to Science?

Are there things man was not meant to know? Are there things we can't find out? Are there questions
we can't ask? Does science have any limits? Scientists and SF authors discuss. With Howard
Davidson, Ctein (moderator), Jack Nimersheim, Amy Thomson and Janet Johnston.

Argyll 2/3, 5pm Friday.

Klingon Language

An informal panel composed of members of the Klingon Language Institute from Scotland, England,
Australia and the US. Panelists will discuss their own involvement with the galaxy's fasted growing
language, some of the KLI's projects such as translating the works of Shakespeare *back* into
Klingon, provide some tips on how to produce some of the stranger and more difficult sounds of
Klingon, and answer questions from the audience about the language and the KLI. With Richard
Kennaway, Niall Hosking and Nick Nicholas.

See the KLI homepage.

Legend Room, 10am Friday.

Headlong into the Drink

A talk by Julian Headlong on the biology and biochemistry of why you get drunk, why it can hurt so
much afterwards, and perhaps how to stop hangovers. No tech required.

HG Wells Room, 11am Saturday.

How Green is SF? The Science and the Fiction



A talk by Jonathan Cowie. SP OHP 2 screens.

HG Wells Room, 10am Saturday.

Technology and Genocide of Native Peoples

Does technological growth mean genocide for native peoples? This has been the rule for the last
century, but are there other better ways? A debate moderated by Henry Balen, Amy Thomson,
Maggie Flinn, Dale Skran, Daniel Marcus.

Wizard's Cave, 3pm Saturday.

Bugs Bite Back

Strep throat turns into a flesh eating killer; Ebola comes out of the jungle and melts its victims;
resistant TB on the rise in New York; a mysterious agent turns cows' brains to mush. Is the age of
medical miracles over? What was life without antibiotics like? Is this what we have to face? How
does disease resistance come about and how can it be stopped? Why are new diseases appearing and
killing dozens of people? What is happening on the medical front line, and what it means for our
future. Perriane Lurie Ctein, Gary Strattman and Stephen Davis moderated by Dave Clements.

You might like to look here for the worrying background to some of the issues we'll be covering, and
here for a disturbing description of what the Ebola virus does. Not for the weak stomached!

CDC's Ebola page is here for the latest and most accurate information, and there is also an Ebola
Homepage with links to most other Ebola related Web resources.

Wizard's Cave, 4pm Sunday.

The Day Job

Many SF writers and SF fans are scientists in real life. How do they combine the two? What is doing
science for a living really like? Are we all really mad scientists who want to rule the world? 'Pass me
that brain Igor, I must build a panel member' Patricia McEwan, John Brathwaite, Steve Rothman,
Wil McCarthy (mod) and M.K. Brett-Surman.

Legend Room, 10am Sunday.

Quantum Mechanics

John Cramer will describe his Transactional Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics, published in
Reviews of Modern Physics and recently featured in John Gribbin's new book Schroedinger's
Kittens. The TI is an interpretation of the standard formalism of quantum mechanics that explains the
origins of quantum nonlocality, the collapse of wave functions, and other paradoxical aspects of
quantum mechanics in terms of an advanced-retarded wave function "handshake" across space-time.
OHP and pointer.

HG Wells Room, 3pm Friday.

Forensics

A talk on the science of forensics by Patricia McEwan.



A1 4pm Friday.

Yes - but is it Science?

A panel on the scientific accuracy, or not, of cover artwork in science fiction. With Dave Hardy,
Ctein, David Angus, Vincent Jo'Nes, Roger MacBride Allen.SP

Art Show sometime.

Dinosaurs as Aliens

A panel discussing the differences and similarities in the evolutionary solutions adopted by
prehistoric creatures, and how this might give a handle on the range of alien creatures that could
exist. M.K. Brett-Surman moderates Robert J. Sawyer, Gardner Dozois, and Stephen Dedman. David
Stein.

Argyll 1, 1pm Sunday

Women Scientists from Marie Curie to Susan Calvin

What impact have women had on science; and science on women; and how accurately is this
portrayed in SF? Amanda Baker moderates Perrianne Lurie, Renee Sieber, Aleta Jackson, Carol
Botteron, and Marianne Dyson.

Dan Dare Room, 6pm Saturday.

Planet Colonisation Simulation

Planet Bartley needs YOU!

Colonisation - the chance to settle a new planet, and do it right this time. Working together in
committees you will make all the decisions that affect the future of the new colony. How will your
colonists cope with an alien environment? Can you keep them happy and thriving? Will you even
survive? Find out in a series of workshops over the four days of the convention. With alien ecology
designed with the help of Jack Cohen, and a globe sculpted by David Angus.

Ken and Jo Walton run another of their extremely popular planetary colonisation simulations, joint
with the Games programme.

All held in the Science Room. Different teams will start off at 11am-1pm or 2-4pm Friday, and meet
up at 11am Saturday, 4pm Sunday with a finale 11am-1pm Monday.

Tall Technical Tales

This will be a late-evening, carry-on-in-the-bar-afterwards session of anecdotes and stories regarding
hairy experiences in science, engineering, spaceflight, military tech and the like...

This idea grew out of a 'There I was... / A mate of mine once...' session late in the evening at
WinCon III a few months back. The random set of fans present had such a good collection of stories
that we felt sure that a prepared panel would do wonderfully!

Aleta Jackson, Bill Higgins (mod), Geoffrey Landis, Dermot Dobson, Jordin Kare plus anyone else
who turns up.



Arran, 9pm Saturday.

SF Myths - Physics

Geoffrey Landis (subject to availability), Stephen Baxter, Howard Davidson, Jordin Kare, Del Cotter
(mod), and Hal Clement look at scientific misconceptions that authors have inadvertently promoted
to the extent that they have become 'common knowledge' amongst readers. We're not talking about
*obvious* scientific errors, but rather the more subtle mistakes that slip by both author and reader.
Examples include:

l Superconductors also have no *thermal* resistance
l FTL travel is possible if you 'get around' travelling at c
l Single-molecule objects or wires are indestructible

Arran, 9pm Thursday.

SF Myths - Biology

Del Cotter moderates Jonathan Cowie, Julian Headlong, David Stein, and Amy Thomson to look at
misconceptions in biology and medicine spread by SF.

Arran, 8pm Saturday.

Black Technology

Just what sort of high-tech super-secret military hardware is being cooked up these days? Charlie
Stross, Dermot Dobson, Simon Bisson, and others discuss.

Arran, 9pm Monday.

Horizon X
A series of panels on the future discussing timescales 10, 100, 1000 years hence, organised by Dave
Clements and Colin Harris of the literary team.

The items in Horizons are as follows:

Literary led

Horizon 10 - United States of Europe

Is the European Union heading inevitably towards federalism? If it does, what will be its benefits
and its problems? Do we want this to happen? A panel dedicated to all the Europhiles and
Europskeptics out there. CH organising, with Ian Watson, Juergen Marzi, Johannes Berg, Alexandru
Mironov.

Dan Dare Room, 2pm Saturday.

Horizon 10 - Real and Virtual Communities

What changes are coming in the nature of communities as we approach the era of virtual
communities on the internet and the encroaching privatisation of the public space used by real



communities? CH organising, with Rene Sieber moderating, Malcolm Campbell, Jack Nimersheim
Sally Mayer.

HG Wells Room, 5pm Thursday.

Horizon 10 - Asia Rising

What challenges will the Young Tigers bring to the democratise West with their new breed of
entrepaneurial capitalism? Will the next century be dominated by Korea, Japan and China the way
this has been dominated by USA, Britain and Germany? What will happen to the Western
Democracies then? Greg Benford (mod), Gould, Charles Adachi, Philip Chee, Patrick Collins.

HG Wells Room, 1pm Friday.

Horizon 10 - American Futures

Wither America - to isolationism and religious fundamentalism? To leading the New World Order?
To post-modern corporate feudalism? We examine the possibilities for a country that has so often set
the trends for the rest of the world. Jim Young, Tad Williams, Harry Turtledove, Joe Haldeman,
Allen Steele.

Argyll 2/3, 3pm Thursday

Science led

Horizon 10 - The Information Economy

Email, Ecash, and E-economics - the world is getting wired, and pretty soon information will be the
main source of wealth in the West. What will this mean? Will there be an information Underclass?
Will we have bountious leisure time producing a flowering of the old and new arts? Will a small elite
run everything whilst the rest of us slave at the electronic coalface? Michael Ward moderates Simon
Bisson, Dale Amon, Howard Frank.

Dan Dare Room, 5pm Saturday.

Horizon 10 - The Future is Armed and Dangerous

Nerve gas on the Tokyo Underground, homemade bombs kill hundreds in Oklahoma. The world is
getting a dangerous place where technology gives even individuals the capacity for making weapons
of mass destruction. What does this imply for the future? Will it be freer but more paranoid? Will
governments enact more oppressive laws aimed at controlling extremist elements? And what about
the free flow of information? Hugh Mascetti moderates Bart Kemper, Kunio Aoi, Allen Steele, and
Ian McDonald.

Wizard's Cave, 10am Sunday.

Horizon 100 - Hopes and Dooms of the Next Century

The world faces great problems of our own creation, but there is much to be hopeful about as well.
We examine the hopeful prospects as well as some of the problems. With Gregory Benford, Peter F
Hamilton, DG Compton, Stan Schmidt, and Carol Botteron.

HG Wells Room, 2pm Sunday.



Horizon 1000 - To Last a Thousand Years

What can mankind realistically achieve in the next millenium? Colonising planets, trips to the stars,
and what else? With Marshall Savage, Walter Jon Williams, Ben Best, and Keith Henson Allen
Steele.

Hall 1, 11am Monday.

Horizon N

Freeman Dyson thinks life can survive in the universe for ever. Frank Tipler agrees, but also claims
that life will create god and resurrect everyone who has ever lived in the process. Are these scientists
mad or are they onto something? What are the realistic prospects for life as the universe grows old?
Greg Benford, Roger MacBride Allen, Dave Clements moderates, Stephen Baxter and Paul
McAuley.

Hall 1, 4pm Monday.



Intersection Science Programme Participants
This is a hopefully complete list of people involved in the science programme for Intersection, the
World Science Fiction convention in Glasgow, 1995.

[2003]This is a museum piece, and many of the details may have changed by now, but we have
removed the email addresses just in case.

The Science programme team were:

l John Bray
l Simon Bradshaw
l Dave Clements
l Amanda Baker

Roger MacBride Allen

l Yes, but is it Science?
l Horizon N

Dale Amon

A long-time activist in space access and libertarian politics, Dale Amon has a particular interest in
the implications of the Internet for space enthusiasts.

l International Cooperation in Space
l The Information Economy

Kevin J. Anderson

With a degree in physics/astronomy, Kevin J. Anderson has worked for the past twelve years at the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, one of the largest research labs in the U.S. He has written
numerous science fiction novels including Climbing Olympus, and with Doug Bason Assemblers of
Infinity (nominated for the Nebula Award) and The Trinity Paradox (nominated for the American
Physics Society's Forum Award).

l Terraforming Mars. Can We? Should We?

David Angus

David was born in 1950, and has lived mostly in Berkshire with the exception of 5 years in Africa.
He specialises in making relief models, and produced the BBC weathermap. He has combined his
work with SF to build planets including Helliconia, Lower Cretaceous Earth, Mars and Betazed.
Sometimes confused with God but is inspired by Slartibartfast and is trying to forge a 2nd
Magrathean Empire.

l Epona Project
l Yes, but is it Science?

Kunio Aoi

Kunio Aoi is a professional writer, contributing to ARMs magazine amoung others in Japan.



l The Future is Armed and Dangerous

Amanda Baker

Amanda has just finished a PhD in astronomy at the University of Cambridge Institute of
Astronomy. She is one of the science programme team.

l General Astronomy
l Women in Science

Henry Balen

The first convention I went to was Albacon in 1980, after that I made the mistake of co-founding the
Glasgow University SF society. Since then things have gone down hill. I have been involved with
the organisation of various conventions in Glasgow between 1981 to 1985 and 1991, from local
conventions to Eastercons. In 1984 I moved south of the Hadrian's wall, which used to keep the
southern Barbarians out of Scotland (now days the price of travel does that!). In 1988 I co-organised
Conscription with Laura Wheatly, Gary Stratmann and Hugh Mascetti. Britain's first incestuous
convention on running conventions, some of the members of which got the notion of running another
British worldcon... I escaped (or so I thought) from the consequences by moving to the USA in 1991.
Since then my fannish activities have decreased, as I have a preference for British conventions but
not the resources to travel often.

I have various interests which include technology and society, native issues and myths. The
programme item on technological genocide combines a couple of these.

l Does Technological Growth mean Genocide for Native Peoples
l Privacy

Greg Barr

CFO and Director of Development for Action on Smoking and Health (ASH), Greg has served as
CEO of Contact: Cultures of the Imagination, Vice President of the Space Frontier Foundation,
Deputy Executive Director of the National Space Society and Administrator of the L5 Society:
Promoting Space Development.

Prior experience includes stints as creative director of an advertising agency that built the first
animation studio in the Persian Gulf; film production, direction and scriptwriting; radio broadcasting
and production; sound recording and concert promotion; professional photography; and writing and
research.

CONTACT has a homepage here.

l Epona Project
l Contact

Stephen Baxter

UK hard SF writer and mathematician.

l Fast and Cheap
l Space Access Panel
l Alternative Technological Histories



l SF Myths - Physics
l Horizon N

Gregory Beckman

Gregory Beckman left school at age 16 to become a coach-painter, but after a year realised that this
was not for him and began taking evening classes. His love for astronomy brought him into ASTRA,
which helped to focus his interests. He went to Glasgow University and obtained a degree in Physics
and Astronomy. He is now studying catacylsmic variables while working towards a PH.D., at Keele
University in England. A former secretary of ASTRA, he is presently a Council member, and also
President of the Space Settlers' Society and Vice-President of the Light Year Consortium.

l Space Treasure Trail

Greg Benford

Gregory Benford--physicist, educator, writer--was born in Mobile, Alabama, on January 30, 1941. In
1963, he received a B.S. from the University of Oklahoma, and then attended the University of
California, San Diego, where he received his Ph.D. in 1967. He spent the next four years at
Lawrence (Calif.) Radiation Laboratory as both a postdoctoral fellow and research physicist.

Currently, Benford is a professor of physics at the University of California, Irvine, where he has
been a faculty member since 1971. Benford conducts research in plasma turbulence theory and
experiment, and in astrophysics. He is a Woodrow Wilson Fellow and a Visiting Fellow at
Cambridge University, and has served as an advisor to the Department of Energy, NASA and the
White House Council on Space Policy.

In 1989, Benford was host and scriptwriter for the television series A Galactic Odyssey, which
described modern physics and astronomy from the perspective of the evolution of the galaxy. The
eight-part series was produced for an international audience by Japan National Broadcasting.

Benford is the author of over a dozen novels, including The Jupiter Project, Against Infinity, Great
Sky River, and Timescape. A two- time winner of the Nebula Award, Benford has also won the John
W. Campbell Award, the Australian Ditmar Award, and the United Nations Medal in Literature.

l Wormhole Lensing
l The Great Silence
l Horizon 10 - Asia Rising
l Horizon N
l Hopes and Dooms of the Next Century

Ben Best

Has a BSc (Physics and Computing Science double-major) from Simon Fraser University. Senior
Programmer/Analyst by profession. Long-time libertarian. President of the Cryonics Society of
Canada. Moderator of the Internet panel at the Winnipeg WorldCon. All-time favorite science fiction
novel is The World of Null-A by A.E. van Vogt.

l Nanotechnology and the Politics of Plenty
l To Last a Thousand Years

Simon Bisson



UK fan and Net expert.

l Black Technology
l The Information Economy

Carol Botteron

Environmental chemist/engineer, researching human exposure to badstuff. Other employment has
ranged from writing textbooks to teaching dancing. On the Internet she has perpetrated projects
including a Star Trek quilt and a file of people with information on U.S. Civil War units. Often seen
in costume.

l Intersection Starship
l Hopes and Dooms of the Next Century
l Women in Science

Chris Boyce

Chris Boyce is 51 years old and still a Virgo. He's been running ET Encounter Simulations since
1978 when he put one together as an exercise for his book Extra-Terrestrial Encounter, in which he
suggested ET's might use self replicating probes to explore the Galaxy. A news librarian, he has
worked in newspapers in Glasgow, his native city, for over 25 years. He is the author of some short
SF fiction and three novels.

l ET Encounter

Simon Bradshaw

Simon is a Satellite Comms Engineer, and one of the science programme team.

l British Space - What was and what could have been
l Comsats: Wireless World to Wired World
l Black Technology
l Alternate Technological Histories
l Tall Technical Tales

John Brathwaite

John Braithwaite comes from Hamilton in Lanarkshire. Graduated from Strathclyde University in
1967 with a BA in Business Administration. Worked in the Defence Industry and for Templeton's
Carpets; was Technical Supervisor on the Glasgow Parks Dept. Astronomy Project. Since then the
only maker of astronomical telescopes in Scotland. Consultant to the Strathclyde University Flexible
Mirror Project and to Airdrie Observatory, which ASTRA runs for Monklands District Council.

l The Day Job

John Bray

While not doing scientific programming for the Forecasting Research division of the UK Met.
Office, John is titular head of the science programme team. His aim is to get to every science item,
and avoid being on any of them. Success! His homepage is here.

M.K. Brett-Surman



Michael K. Brett-Surman Ph.D. is the Museum Specialist for dinosaurs at the Smithsonian
Institution. He has named Secernosaurus, Gilmoreosaurus, and Anatotitan. Currently he is a co-
editor for the first dinosaur college textbook written by dinosaur specialists and is also a consultant
for the Dinotopia books.

l Dinosaurs as Aliens
l The Day Job

Steve Brewster

Steve Brewster, doing lots of strange quaternion-inspired ring theory in the Maths department at
Bristol. Occasional fanwriter, consumer of Smiles Bristol Stout when it's in season, presently a
learner of Welsh, very bad backgammon player, pedant-about-town and TOG (don't worry, it's a
Radio 2 thing). homepage,

l The (Ab)Uses of Popular Science

Malcolm Campbell

TBA.

l Lagging Laws - Copyright
l Real and Virtual Communities

Christine Carmichael

Dr. Christine Carmichael -- born and brought up in Edinburgh, Scotland, currently a professional SF
author in the USA. Dr. Carmichael (Mrs J.V. Post) has dual British-Australian citizenship, is a great-
grandniece of Sir Walter Scott, and is also a professional physicist. Her work has been on
metallurgy, magnetism, thin-film gallium arsenide, high-temperature superconductors, and
spacecraft windows and thermal coatings. Now working on two books, one technical non-fiction
Spacecraft Contamination, and one fiction, set in the Big Bang.

l The (Ab)Uses of Popular Science

Chad Childers

Chad is a consultant at Ford Motor Company in Detroit. In his copious spare time, he maintains the
Stilyagi Air Corps Calendar, sets up computer rooms at cons, is a director on TrekMUSE, a text-
based virtual reality, and promotes the Electronic Frontier Foundation. See his home page if you just
have to know more.

l Privacy

Mitchell Burnside Clapp

Mitchell is a Captain in the US Air Force assigned to the Reusable Launch Vehicle Technology
office at the Phillips Laboratory, Albuquerque,NM. He is a graduate of MIT and the USAF Test
Pilot School. He is the only USAF Officer trained to 'fly' the DC-X (in virtuo) and has flown over 40
types of military and civilian aircraft. Not available Friday (or before?)

l DC-X
l Black Horse



l Space Access Summary
l Piloted by Puppets: Gerry Anderson's Extraordinary Vehicles

Hal Clement

One of the earliest and best-known writers of technically accurate 'Hard' SF, Hal Clement has
numrous well-known books to his credit and is a regular participant in many SF conventions.

l SF Myths - Physics
l Mercury

Dave Clements

One of the science programme team, Dave works on cosmology at the European Southern
Observatory near Munich. his home page.

l The Great Silence
l Jackpot!
l Bugs Bite Back
l Privacy
l Horizon N

Jack Cohen

An reproductive biologist, alien designer and polymath, Jack is Scientific Guest of Honour at
Evolution, which has more information on him.

l Redesigning Sex
l The Collapse of Chaos

Patrick Collins

Long a space enthusiast, Dr Patrick Collins has done extensive research into the economics of space
access, concentrating in particular on the viability of space tourism. He is currently doing research
with the University of Tokyo.

l Economics of Space Tourism
l Horizon 10 - Asia Rising
l Space Access Panel

D G Compton

TBA

l Hopes and Dooms of the Next Century

Chris Cooper

I'm British, 36, a Fan Of Average Height (in this case 6' 11"), a life member of CAMRA and, since
my first convention in 1977, I have been to around 100 cons in 8 countries, including 18 in North
America. My real interests are SF, beer, malt whisky, fireworks (and the organisation of cons and
beer festivals) but mostly I have to work as a Systems Programmer. Which is a) pretty neat and b)
pays for the books, beer, whisky and fireworks. Oh! and the PC that I play DOOM on.



l Brewing and Distilling in Space

Del Cotter

Del Cotter is a Londoner who discovered fandom and space advocacy more or less at the same time.
After hosting the London branch of ASTRA for three years, he gave up his engineering job to persue
a degree in materials science - discovering biology in the final year was probably a mistake :-)
Having graduated somehow, he now lives in Ealing, works in Brentford for Thames Water and
spends lunchtimes in Kew at the Royal Botanic Gardens.

l SF Myths - Physics
l SF Myths - Biology

Jonathan Cowie

Jonathan Cowie is a science publicist (publisher, writer, event organiser etc) who works for UK
biological learned societies amd primarily the Institute of Biology. One of his recent projects was the
Young Ecologist Award screened on BBC 2 earlier this year. Apart from his exotic science talks,
Jonathan is no stranger to conventions; he was on the committee of several in the late 1970s and
early 80s including early Shoestringcons and all the BECCONS. He is part of the Science and SF
Concatenation team which has picked up three awards including at last year's European SF
Convention, and which is organising September's Anglo-Romanian Science and SF Cultural
Exchange.

l How Green is SF? The Science and the Fiction
l The Great Silence
l SF Myths - Biology

John Cramer

John G. Cramer, an experimental nuclear physicist, is a Professor of Physics at the University of
Washington, where he teaches and does research. He leads a research program in ultra-relativistic
heavy ion physics with major collaborative experiments at the CERN and Brookhaven accelerator
laboratories. He is currently spending a sabbatical year at the Max Planck Institute in Munich
working as a part of the NA49 Collaboration on the measurement of collisions of 33 TeV lead ions
with fixed targets using time projection chambers. John's quantum-handshake "Transactional
Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics" has recently been featured in Schroedinger's Kittens, a
popular science book by John Gribbin. He also works in astrophysics, most recently on the
gravitational lensing of wormholes.

John is also a writer of science-fact articles and science fiction. Since 1984 he has written the bi-
monthly science-fact column, "The Alternate View" for Analog Science Fiction/Fact and recently
submitted his 75th column. He has been twice nominated for the Hugo-related John W. Campbell
Award as best new SF writer (1990 and 1991). His first novel Twistor, a near-future hard SF novel
about a breakthrough physics discovery, was published in hardcover by Morrow (1989) and in
paperback AvoNovA (1991) and NEL (1992). He recently completed the initial draft of his 2nd hard
SF novel, which is about high energy physics, wormholes, alien contact, time travel, and the killing
of the SSC.

l Wormhole Lensing
l Quantum Mechanics

Paul Cray



Paul Cray was born in Preston, Lancashire in 1968 and still lives there, which probably makes him a
professional northerner. He did physics at Oxford and then spent a couple of years in London doing
astronomy. He is currently in the third year of a PhD at Salford with thesis topic "Gravimetric,
Neutron Scattering and Computational Studies of the Sorption and Diffusion of Gases in Zeolites,"
which is about as interesting as it sounds.

Paul has a weakness for good books and good pubs and thinks it almost inevitable that molecular
nanotechnology will have a major impact on human society in the next few decades.

l Nanotechnology and the Politics of Plenty

Ctein

Ctein is best known in the SF community for his photography (particularly of subjects astronomical
and astronautical) and his long-time involvement with the CONTACT science fiction/anthropology
conference. Today he works mostly as a photographer and writer, but in the past he has acted as a
computer design consultant, space probe designer, painter, technical writer, editor, research
physicist, solar astronomer, short order cook and Fuller Brush salesman. He holds a double-degree
from Caltech in English and Physics. When he grow up, he wants to be a dilettante.

Ctein shares a house perched precariously over the Pacific with a geologist Paula Butler, a half dozen
computers, some 20 kilobooks and two demented psittacines.

l The Post-Nuclear Family
l What are the limits to Science?
l Bugs Bite Back
l Yes - But is it Science?

Jennie D-O'C

Is (in no particular order): working on my Ph.D. in Germanic Linguistics, a graduate of Michigan
State University (two bachelor's degrees) and the University of Michigan (master's degree),
bilingual, mother of four adorable cats, married to two wonderful men, a "world citizen", interested
in international politics, a German teacher, a Christian, a Kinsey "2", always willing to meet
interesting new people, a Usenet News addict, five feet eight inches tall, female, a fan of what I refer
to as the "modern musical", a lesbian/bi/gay rights supporter, sorry there are only 24 hours in each
day, not ashamed to admit that I actually *like* soap operas, interested in international travel,
opposed to the existence of the Olympic Games, presently living in Ann Arbor (Michigan),
extremely outgoing, a science fiction fan, fairly left-wing, meticulous and organized to a fault, the
only person I know with three snail mail addresses, four phone numbers, and five email addresses,
and a classically-trained soprano.

l Post Nuclear Family

Stephen Davis

Dr. Stephen L. Davis MD PhD has a doctorate in biophysics, and has been a practicing physician for
more than 25 years. He has done medical work in India and other tropical regions, where he
developed an interest in plagues. He is currently working on a medical thriller titled 12/31/99 with
author Grania Davis, which features a very nasty virus bug.

l Bugs Bite Back
l Intersection Starship



Howard Davidson

Howard Davidson started reading science fiction when he stumbled over a Heinlein novel in second
grade. Determined to find a socially acceptable cover for such odd behaviour he went on the get a
Ph.D. in physics. He has spent many years in the electronics industry concealing from his managers
that his project proposals are lifted from SF books.

l What are the limits to Science?
l SF Myths- Physics
l Computer Risks

Stephen Dedman

Published in F&Sf, Asimov's and Little Deaths; sold to Beyond, Pulphouse, Science Fiction Age,
and The Last Dangerous Visions. Author of GURPS Dinosaurs and several RPG adventures;
associate editor of the Australian Sf magazine Eidolon. Former manager of sf bookshop, and
secretary/programmer for too many con committees.

l Dinosaurs as Aliens

Daniel Dern

Based in Newton Centre, Mass., USA, Daniel P. Dern consults, writes and speaks about Internet
business/technology and users issues. He is the author of The Internet Guide for New Users
(McGraw-Hill, 1994; update/revision due mid/late 1995) and The Internet Business Handbook
(Prentice-Hall, late 1995), and was the founding editor of Internet World magazine. A graduate of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Clarion '73 Science Fiction Writers Workshop, he
also writes science fiction, musical comedy, and humor. (For more info, see his Web page.)

l Computer Risks
l Lagging Laws - Computers, Cyberspace and Legal Metaphor

Dermot Dobson

TBA

l Tall Technical Tales
l Black Technology

Gardner Dozois

Gardner Dozois is the author or editor of over 40 books. He has won 2 Nebulas Awards for his short
fiction and 6 consecutive Hugo awards for Best Editor. He is the editor of Asimov's Science Fiction
magazine and is also the editor of the Annual anthology series The Year's Best Science Fiction.

l Dinosaurs as Aliens

Marianne Dyson

With a degree in physics, Marianne Dyson was one of the first ten women in Mission Control. She
left NASA to raise her sons and began writing. Her first stories appeared in ANALOG and CHILD
LIFE, and her poems in REDBOOK, ANALOG, and ABORIGINAL. She works for the Rotary,
edits Spacecause News, writes for ODYSSEY magazine, and is poetry editor for MINDSPARKS.



l Asteroid Deflection panel
l Women Scientists from Marie Curie to Susan Calvin

Lilian Edwards

Lilian Edwards works as a lecturer in private law at Edinburgh University but is probably somewhat
better known in fandom as someone who used to publish a fanzine called This Never Happens, once
won TAFF and talked a lot in the back of panels. These days she mostly works on applying
computer technology to law, building legal expert systems, and studying legal regulation of the
Internet; and ocasionally appears on panels as well. She is also, for her sins, organising evening fan
programming at Intersection.

l Lagging Laws - Computers Cyberspace and Legal Metaphor

Maggie Flinn

TBA.

l Technology and Genocide of Native Peoples

Martyn Fogg

Martyn Fogg is a part time science writer best known for his research papers and articles on
terraforming. He has been Contributing Editor of four special issues of the Journal of the British
Interplanetary Society devoted to terraforming and has written the first comprehensive, technical-
level, book on the subject, Terraforming: Engineering Planetary Environments, published by SAE
International in June 1995.

l Terraforming - the Science of Green Mars
l Terraforming Mars - Can We? Should We?
l The Great Silence
l Epona Project

Bob Forward

Dr. Robert L. Forward is a science consultant, lecturer, and writer, and hard science fiction novelist.
Was scientist at Hughes Research Laboratories for 31 years. Presently has contracts on advanced
space propulsion with the US Air Force and NASA/JPL, and on long-life space tethers with
NASA/MSFC and Lockheed-Martin. Has 10 novels and 2 science books in print.

l Wormhole Lensing
l 21st Century Propulsion
l Intersection Starship
l Space Warps and Time Machines

Howard Frank

Dr. Howard Frank is Director of the Computing Systems Technology Office of the Advanced
Research Projects Office of the US Department of Defense. (ARPA is the Agency that invented the
Internet.) He is responsible for ARPA's research in advanced computing and communications. Dr.
Frank is also a Senior Fellow at the Wharton School's SEI Center for Advanced Studies in
Management. Before joining ARPA, over a 20 year period, he was the Chief Executive Officer of
three information systems and networking companies. Dr. Frank has authored over 190 articles and



chapters in books and is a Fellow of the IEEE.1-7 Fri-Sun

l The Information Economy
l Computer Risks

Sarah Goodman

Sarah Goodman studied Legal Anthropology and Art at university which, of course, left her prepared
for absolutely nothing useful in life. She maintains her interest in and knowledge about these and
other subjects (including computers, costuming and cats) Through reading, informal research and
chatting up people who know more, while supporting herself (and the cats) as a bureaucrat for a
Major US Federal Revenue Collection Agency.

l Lagging Laws - Computers
l Lagging Laws - Copyright
l Post Nuclear Family

Kathleen Ann Goonan

Kathleen Ann Goonan has been writing science fiction for seven years. Her first novel, Queen City
Jazz (Tor), was New York Times Notable Book and, according to LOCUS, "The best first novel of
the year." Two novels are forthcoming from Tor--The Bones of Time, based on the ASIMOV's
novella Kamehameha's Bones, and Mississippi Blues, the sequel to QCJ. Her short fiction has
appeared in OMNI, AMAZING, ASIMOV'S, F & SF, TOMORROW, SCINCE FICTION AGE,
INTERZONE, and STRANGE PLASMA, as well as in anthologies such as NARROW HOUSES III
and TOMBS.

l Nanotechnology

Hugh Gregory

Hugh S. Gregory, Spaceflight Historian, has worked as an Engineers' Surveyor, & Industrial
Paramedic. Manages his own Occupational Health & Safety Program consulting service, lectures in
local schools on spaceflight history and astronomy, and runs "SpaceBase", a world wide electronic
Space News Educational Service. On weekends he's a private pilot, amateur astronomer, cricket
umpire & enjoys bushwalking. Fri-Mon only.

l Soviet Space Programme

Peter F Hamilton

One of the UK's rising stars of SF, Peter F Hamilton is the author os 'Mindstar Rising', 'A Quantum
Murder' and 'The Nano Flower'.

l Hopes and Dooms of the Next Century

Steven Hanly

Steven first heard of Contact at WorldCon '93, and has been hooked on it ever since. Going to
Contact XI and XII only made his addiction worse. Now he has an excuse to play around on the
computer and call it "Work." He considers his "job title" to be Imagineer/Illustrator, and, while he
isn't an expert in anything, considers himself a generalist with a bit of knowledge in a lot of different
subjects.



His hobbies include Contact, 3-D Computer Modelling, Role Playing Games, Science Fiction and
Fantasy (in general), and a few other things that he hasn't had the time to do in the last few years,
including Game Mastering (part of the gaming thing) and painting the itty bitty chunks of lead
(another part of the gaming thing).

He currently works for Coherent Medical, a company that manufactures medical lasers as the Mail
Guy and Multimedia Developer (or so he thinks; he doesn't yet realize that his last few years have
been completely hallucinatory due to an evil CIA experiment involving his brain, a supercomputer, a
bottle of caffeine pills, and four stale donuts).

l Epona Project

Dave Hardy

David A. Hardy is a space/SF artist and writer. His work was first published in 1954, and he has
been freelance since 1965. He has produced dozens of covers for F&SF and ANALOG, is
author/illustrator of 8 'own' books to date, inc. VISIONS OF SPACE, has worked on TV, film and
video, and now produces computer graphics on a PowerMac.

l Yes - But is it Science?
l Terraforming Mars - Can We? Should We?

Colin Harris

While not working at software house Logica, Colin ablely handles the onerous task of Literary
programme area head. Note that there are no equivalent Web pages for the literary programme..

l Horizon X

Julian Headlong

More details to follow.

l Headlong into the Drink
l SF Myths - Biology

Keith Henson

Well-known activist for space colonisation and cryonics.

l Nanotechnology and the Politics of Plenty
l To Last a Thousand Years

Bill Higgins

Bill Higgins frequently speaks on spaceflight, astronomy, and technology at SF conventions and
other events. He has organized science programming for many U.S. cons and is active with the
National Space Society. Bill works as an engineering physicist at Fermilab, near Chicago, on the
transport of high-energy particle beams. He helps publish *PyroTechnics*, the techie-oriented
fanzine of General Technics, and plays the baritone ukulele.

l Asteroid Deflection: The Threat, the Technology, and the Politics
l Asteroid Deflection: The Panel



l Piloted by Puppets: Gerry Anderson's Extraordinary Vehicles
l Tall Technical Tales

Martin Hoare

Martin Hoare was born in Newport, Gwent in 1952. Apart from being a crucible of Welsh fandom
(Dave Langford and Alun Harries both lived within half a mile, though fortunately Greg Pickersgill
was a lot further off). Newport is famous for being used as a location by a Japanese film crew as
somewhere that looked like Hiroshima after the bomb, or an Armageddon firework display.

He left Newport for Braesnose College, Oxford, where the attractions of beer, women and science
fiction sometimes (99.7%) seemed greater than physics (0.2%).

In 1973 he joined ICL to write operating systems for mighty machines with dozens of kilobytes of
memory, and thus started the demise of the British computer industry.

With Dermot Dobson he is currently continuing the development of the Oxford ImLink medical
image transmission system.

He is an advocate for the use of recreational explosives.

l Brewing and Distilling in Space

Niall Hosking

I am a student at the University of Glasgow, studying Physics and Astronomy, and I have been
studying Klingon for the last 6 years, although only seriously for the last year and a half. I like
learning unusual languages, and combined with my love of Star Trek, it seemed an ideal language to
learn. I also enjoy doing costumes, and Klingon costumes are fun with their latex and make up.

l Klingon Language

Steven Howe

Dr. Howe received his Ph.D in nuclear engineering in 1980 after completing his thesis research in
experimental particle physics at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. During his fifteen years at Los
Alamos, he has been involved in research in dense, high temperature plasmas, various concepts
proposed for the Strategic Defense Initiative, space radiation modeling, antimatter physics, Mars
Mission requirements, space debris mitigation, hypersonic flight, and advanced space propulsion
technologies. In 1994, Dr. Howe returned to the Applied Theoretical and Computational Physics
Division as Industrial Coordinator where he facilitates the application of nuclear weapons expertise
to commercial problems.

l Intersection Starship

Aleta Jackson

Aleta Jackson is the editor of the Journal of Practical Applications in Space, which she has worked
on from its inception in 1989 to the present. She also edits High Frontier's bimonthy newsletter, The
Shield and the Space Transportation Association's bimonthly newsletter, Space Trans.

A space cadet since the age of six, Aleta's first job was with NASA, as an electronics designer with
the Gemini Program. She also contributed to the Manned Orbiting Laboratory, StarTracker and other



space programs.

About ten years ago she switched to writing both non-fiction and fiction. Her latest fiction book is
due out (tentatively) in early 1996 from Baen Books. She is also writer and co-editor of One Giant
Leap, (pub. date spring 1996) the story of America's space program as told by the people who built
the machines that took us into space.

She lives in Washington, DC, with Greg Barr and a kindle of kittens.

l DC-X
l Space Access Panel
l Tall Technical Tales
l Women Scientists from Marie Curie to Susan Calvin

Janet Johnston

Janet C. Johnston holds degrees from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Astrophysics,
Planetary Science, Civil and Environmental Engineering, and Geophysics. She is currently the chief
scientific advisor to the US Air Force in Geophysics and Space Science for Europe, the middle East ,
Africa , Scandinavia and Russia, and is now the head of the new Tri-Service Science and
Technology Office in Moscow. Her work has taken her to many countries, including, Outer
Mongolia.

Her interests include linguistics, science fiction, historical architecture, period and fantasy costuming
and occult phenomena.

l International Cooperation in Space
l What are the limits to Science?

Vincent Jo'Nes

Vincent Jo'Nes was technically trained in the Marines and nowadays produces artwork by recyling
junk, especially electronics, into special pieces, and spends much time in schools encouraging this
cross-boundary activity.

l Yes - But is it Science?

Bob Kanefsky

Bob Kanefsky has parodied over 200 filk and mundane songs. His parodies are collected in
Songworm, and some are recorded on Tapeworm 1, 2, and 3, featuring four of his two dozen
filksinger victims performing Kanef's parodies of their own work. Both are available from Random
Factors. His mundane day job, which is neither, involves a new processing technique for planetary
images and image-finders for Mars and other worlds. He is the guest of the Flying Filk Fund at
Intersection.

l Online Martian Atlas

Jordin Kare

Background: B.S. Physics, BSEE from MIT 1978; PhD in Astrophysics from University of
California, Berkeley, 1984. Currently a Generic Handwaving Physicist ("Multidisciplinary Applied
Systems Physicist") at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (one of the two U.S. nuclear



weapons labs [the other is Los Alamos] although we do many other things as well). I mostly work on
concepts for advanced applications of large lasers and advanced space propulsion and space sensors.
I can give talks on Laser Propulsion, other kinds of advanced space launch technology, the
Clementine lunar mapping mission, proposed Pluto Flyby missions, and various similar topics.
(Most often, I've done one solo talk and a handful of panels at any given convention). I can do a
decent job on panels about most space-related or "hard science" topics. I'm also reasonably well-
known in US fandom as a filksinger and punster.

l Clementine
l International Cooperation in Space
l Tall Technical Tales
l SF Myths - Physics
l Asteroid Deflection: The Panel

Bart Kemper

Graduated from Louisiana State University in '92, BS Mechancial Engineering. Worked three years
for a mechanical engineer consulting firm servicing industry and manufacturing. Areas of expertise
include finite element analysis, machine design, structures, hydraulics, failure analysis, and computer
applications. I've also served in the US Army since 1983 in various capacities, to include as a
paratrooper, a journalist, a combat engineer (demolitions and field fortifications), and a Corps of
Engineer officer. As an Army Reserves engineer officer, I've worked on various civil projects such
as road building, drainage control, and building erection. I am currently a technical investigator for
several senior engineers as well as a freelance writer/photographer.

l Armed and Dangerous

Richard Kennaway

Born long enough ago to remember the first ever broadcast of Dr. Who, but not of Quatermass.
Never earned an honest penny in my life, having spent my entire career in academic institutions, first
in mathematics, then in computer science. My first ever con was Seacon, the '79 worldcon in
Brighton, which gave me an idea of what conventions are like from which I've never quite recovered.
Will recite Klingon sonnets at the drop of a betleH. Homepage.

l Klingon Language

Geoffrey Landis

TBA.

l Wormhole Lensing
l Tall Technical Tales
l Artemis
l Space Access 5: Summary
l SF Myths - Physics

Evelyn Leeper

Evelyn Leeper is best known for her *lengthy* convention reports, but also writes book reviews,
commentary, and travelogues, and co-publishes (with Mark Leeper) the clubzine for the SF club at
AT&T. Her work appears in fanzines such as Lan's Lantern, The Proper Boskonian, The Texas SF
Inquirer, and Phlogiston. Evelyn and Mark live in New Jersey.



l Alternate Technological Histories

Duncan Lunan

Duncan Lunan comes from Troon in Ayrshire. Graduated 1968 from Glasgow University with a MA
in English and Philosophy, backed by Physics, Astronomy and French. Member of ASTRA since
1962, currently President. Full-time author of science fact and SF: three nonfiction books to date, in
14 anthologies, 66 major articles and 30 short stories published.

l Waverider
l The Great Silence
l Space Treasure Trail
l The Green Children of Woolpit

Perrianne Lurie

Perrianne Lurie, MD, MPH, is a public health physician with the Division of Communicable Disease
Epidemiology at the Pennsylvania Department of Health. She has been active in fandom for over 15
years, and is currently a member of the con com for Balticon (Baltimore, MD) and one of the
"Pirates of Fenzance" (the Baltimore in 1998 Worldcon bid).

l Bugs Bite Back
l Women in Science

Laura Majerus

Programmer turned intellectual property attorney.

l Lagging Laws - Computers
l Lagging Laws - Copyright

Sally Mayer

TBA

l Real and Virtual Communities

Patricia McEwan

TBA.

l Forensics
l The Day Job

Daniel Marcus

Daniel Marcus is a science fiction writer and an applied mathematician at the Lawrence Livermore
National Lab and the University of California. His stories have appeared in Asimov's, Fantasy and
Science Fiction, Science Fiction Age and elsewhere and he is currently a finalist for the John W.
Campbell Award for Best New Writer. His areas of technical expertise include high-resolution and
adaptive algorithms for nonlinear partial differential equations, turbulence theory, computational
fluid dynamics, and large-scale scientific computing. His technical articles have appeared in
Communications in Mathematical Physics, the Journal of Computational Physics, and elsewhere.



l Technology and the Genocide of Native peoples
l The (Ab)Uses of Popular Science

Paul McAuley

UK biologist and author of Four Hundred Billion Stars and Eternal Light

l Horizon N

Wil McCarthy

Wil McCarthy, an aerospace engineer for the Lockheed Martin Corporation, is the author of
acclaimed hard-SF novels Aggressor Six and Flies from the Amber. His short fiction has appeared in
Analog, Asimov's, Aboriginal, Interzone, and a veritable plethora of anthologies. His third novel,
Murder in the Solid State, will appear next year as a Tor hardcover. Homepage.

l The Day Job

Ian McDonald

TBA.

l The Future is Armed and Dangerous

John Mariani

John A. Mariani is a senior lecturer in the Computing department at Lancaster University. A science
fiction fan for as long as he can remember, his research interests (database management systems,
CSCW : Computer Supported Cooperative Work, multi-user virtual reality, data visualisation) merge
in the field of Populated Information Terrains (PITs). He is a member of the European COMIC
project.

l VR Talk

Paul Marrow

Paul is a biologist studying evolutionary ecology in Cambridge and the Hebrides.

l Intersection starship

Pat McMurray

Pat McMurray is a fan with a wide range of interests, a book collector and literary APA contributor,
a Babylon 5 fan and cat owner, appreciator of good food, fine alcohols and interesting Alternate
Histories.

l Alternate Technological Histories

Hugh Mascetti

Born Swansea, 1958. Married to Barbara, one daughter, Julia aged 2 1/2, one cat , C'mell, Birman,
aged 2ish. In fandom since 1977. Interests include connrunning, filk, fireworks, and (recently)
gafiation. Is chairing a panel on terrorism because he has difficulty saying no, and also because he



studied military history and the theory of war in the late 70s, arms control in the early 80s, and has
been a member of the Royal United services Institute for Defence Studies since 1980. Interests
outside fandom include long range rifle shooting, model engineering and early retirement.

l Armed and Dangerous

Caroline Mullan

Caroline has been reading science fiction since she was seven, and watching the impact of science
fact on the real world since she read John Brunner's Stand on Zanzibar at the age of fifteen. A
systems analyst by trade, she is intensely curious about what people do, and why, and how - a topic
she hopes to explore in her panel on 'The (Ab)uses of Popular Science'. 10-5 Fri-Sun only.

l The (Ab)Uses of Popular Science

Takashi Nakamura

Assistant professor of the Information Engineering at Osaka Industrial College. Single/SF reader.

l Contact

Kim Newman

TBA.

l Piloted by Puppets: Gerry Anderson's Extraordinary Vehicles

Nick Nicholas

Born in 1971, Greek-Australian artificial language nut, currently doing a PhD in linguistics on
Mediaeval and Modern Greek complementisers (and *not* on Klingon, as is frequently claimed) at
the University of Melbourne. I like Ferengi, Mahler, and cashews.

l Klingon Language

Jack Nimersheim

Jack Nimersheim has spent the past decade writing about technology. In that time he has published
24 non-fiction books and over 1, 000 articles on technology-related topics. Jack's first science fiction
sale appeared in the 1992 anthology, Alternate Presidents, edited by Mike Resnick. Last year Jack
was nominated for the John W. Campbell Award for Best New Science Fiction Writer.

l What are the Limits to Science
l Privacy - is there a Future in it?
l Real and Virtual Communities

Andy Nimmo

Andy Nimmo became a spacefan at 7, an SF fan at 9, a published writer at 13, an active promoter of
space at 22, a space society office-bearer at 26, patented chess for more than two players at 30, and
instigated the formation of space committees in the UK House of Commons at 46. Now 60, he is
qualified in psychology, air ground operations, computer programming and sailing, secretary of
ASTRA, the Space Settlers' Society, Glasgow Gay Science Fiction Society (the last two of which he



founded), and of the The Light Year Consortium. He originated the Space Treasure Trail.

l Jackpot!
l International Co-operation in Space
l Space Treasure Trail

Gerald Nordley

Gerald (G. David) Nordley is an astronautical engineer and author with degrees in physics and
systems management. His latest paper, "Station Keeping with Two-Way Electromagnetic
Launchers" appeared in the Dec. 1994 issue of the AIAA Journal of Propulsion and Power, and his
latest published story, Dawn Venus appeared in the August 1995 issue of Asimov's.

l Intersection Starship
l Epona Project

Tetsuya Ochiai

Computer programmer and SF reader married to Nozomi.

l Contact

Mark Olsen

Mark Olsen started reading SF in the late 50s and his interest in science and in SF grew together. He
became a chemist because he liked chemistry almost as much as he liked astronomy, and there were
no jobs in astronomy. With a PhD in theoretical chemistry he now designs analytical instrumentation
for chemists (FT-IRs), mostly in the software end of things. He brews beer at home less often that
he'd like and less well than he ought to. (It's too much like real chemistry....)

l Brewing and Distilling in Space

Masamichi Osako

Chairman of CONTACT Japan, Engineer/Translator/Interpreter/Writer/Media-mix living with
Michiko and 3 cats.

l Contact

Jonathan Vos Post

Jonathan Vos Post - 820+ publications, presentations and broadcasts. Co-author or co-editor with
Ray Bradbury, Richard Feynman, Arthur C. Clarke, and Isaac Asimov. Worked on Galileo,
Magellan, as Mission Planning Engineer for Voyager's flyby of Uranus, Space Shuttle, Space
Station, Moon Base and Mars base projects for NASA. Co-implemented the first part of Ted
Nelson's Hypertext (1975). MS ('75) -- parallel AI; arguably the world's first Ph.D. thesis ('75-'77) on
Nanotechnology.

l Asteroid Deflection: The Panel
l Nanotechnology

Gordon Ross



Gordon Ross, the Light Year Consortium's Technical Director, is on the technical staff of the Design
Department of Glasgow School of Art. In 1977, he won a National Design Award for innovative
double-surface sail design, designs hang-gliders, yacht sails, tidal and wind turbines, originated the
world's first microlight solar re-entry vehicle, joined ASTRA in 1981, was President from 1986 to
1987, founded and directs the society's Waverider Project, revealed a revolutionary new approach to
waverider design at the First International Waverider Symposium in Washington D.C., in 1990, and
designed Solaris, LYC's Space Treasure Trail lightsail.

l Asteroid Deflection panel
l Space Treasure Trail

Steve Rothman

Steve Rothman is a professional physicist in the UK, working on the generation of plasmas using
lasers, including one of the most powerful lasers in the world at Lawrence Livermore laboratory.

l The Day Job
l Asteroid Deflection: The Panel

Marshall Savage

Marshall T. Savage, author of The Millennial Project: Colonizing the Galaxy in Eight Easy Steps. In
his Introduction to the second edition of The Millennial Project, Arthur C. Clarke writes: "The
Millennial Project is a book I wish I'd written: correction-it's a book I wish I could have written. I am
completely awed,and I don't awe easily, by the author's command of a dozen engineering disciplines
and his amazing knowledge of scientific and technical literature."

Others, not so generous as Sir Arthur, have been less than awed by the author's inability to correctly
spell Zeyphod Beebelbrox.

Marshall Savage is the founder of the First Millennial Foundation, an organiztion convened to carry
forward the epic dream of space colonization. His homepage.

l First Millenial Foundation
l Terraforming Mars. Can We? Should We?
l To Last a Thousand Years
l Jackpot!

Robert J Sawyer

Robert J. Sawyer of Toronto, Canada, is a science-fiction writer known for his rigorously researched
hard SF. His Golden Fleece (1990) deals with special relativity and artificial intelligence; his End of
an Era (1994) deals with paleontology and the anthropic principle of cosmology; and his The
Terminal Experiment (1995) explores AI and artificial life. But he's best known for The Quintaglio
Ascension trilogy, the three volumes of which are parables about alien counterparts of three of
Earth's greatest scientists: Galileo in Far-Seer (1992), Darwin in Fossil Hunter (1993), and Freud in
Foreigner (1994). Homepage.

l Dinosaurs as Aliens

Stan Schmidt

TBA



l Hopes and Dooms of the Next Century

Mike Scott

Mike Scott has been running SF conventions for more years than he cares to think about, but to date
has mostly managed to avoid being nobbled to appear on the programme. Unfortunately, it would
appear that sending one email to Jack Cohen about The Collapse of Chaos qualifies him as British
fandom's premier expert on the book, so here he is.

l The Collapse of Chaos

Renee Sieber

Renee Sieber is a doctoral candidate in city planning at Rutgers University/U.S. who conducts
research in and has written on the use of information technology (particularly computerized
mapping) within social movements and in community planning. She is also active on a national level
in providing equal access to the technology. Also, this is her 18th worldcon.

l Women Scientists from Marie Curie to Susan Calvin
l Real and Virtual Communities

Paul Shuch

H. Paul Shuch, the aerospace engineer credited with designing the world's first commercial home
satellite TV receiver, serves as Executive Director of the SETI League, leaders in a scientific Search
for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence. He has taught for more than twenty years, is the author of over 100
publications, and designed the patented BiDCAS aircraft anti-collision radar.

l The Great Silence
l Jackpot!
l SETI talk

Dale Skran

Job: Distinquished Member of Technical Staff at AT&T Bell Labs
Current Work: Editor of H.22Z, standard for multi-media on LAN
ITU-T positions: Rapporteur for H.281/H.224/H.231/H.243
National Space Society Positions: Regional Board of Directors Representative
Spacecause position: Associate Editor Spacecause News, Editor, Space Activist's Handbook
1993/4/5
Hobbies: Taekwondon(3rd Degree Black Belt), SF, Comics, Tom Swift
Family: Married with 1 year old boy, tired.

l Technology and the Genocide of Native peoples

Henry Spencer

Henry Spencer is a systems programmer and long-time space enthusiast, now a freelance author and
consultant. He's well known on Usenet, and writes the Aviation Week summaries there. He's a
founding member of the Canadian Space Society and a Fellow of the British Interplanetary Society,
and was head of mission planning for the Canadian Solar Sail Project.

l Geography of Space



l DC-X
l Space Access Panel

Allen Steele

TBA

l The Future is Armed and Dangerous
l To Last a Thousand Years

David Stein

A long time fan, usually found prowlling around convention in the Midwestern US. Attended his
first convention in 1972, a Star Trek con to which he was dragged by a Jehovah Witness friend of
his. Currently employed at Lawrence Technological University as Mr. Junior Assistant Answer Guy
for all things techy on campus. Previously he worked for the US Department of Army doing various
things involving designing vehicles and making them hard to find.

Dave is a memeber of the fannish groups, The Dorsai Irregulars and General Technics.

l SF Myths - Biology
l Dinosaurs as Aliens

Gary Strattman

In "real life" I work in a biochemistry lab studying Alzheimer's disease and related dementias. I can
claim to be one of the few people to suffer direct injury from a human brain, a bag of them once fell
out of the -80oC freezer onto my foot. Outside of my day job my scientific interests are theoretical
and practical pyrotechnics and a long running anecdotal study of the effects of ethanol.

l The Day Job
l Bugs Bite Back
l Jackpot!

Charlie Stross

TBA

l Black Technology
l Computer Risks

Amy Thomson

Amy Thomson is the Campbell award winning author of Virtual Girl, and the upcoming alien
contact novel The Color of Distance, which will be published by Ace in November. She was also a
short fiction critic for Locus and a book reviewer for the Seattle Times. She currently lives in Seattle.

l Technology and the Genocide of Native peoples
l What are the limits to Science?
l SF Myths - Biology
l The Post-Nuclear Family

Paul Treadaway



Paul Treadaway read Natural Sciences at Cambridge, specialising in palaeontology, and continued to
postgraduate study in computer science, specialising in artificial intelligence. He has worked in
technical support, as an NHS epidemiological statistician, and as a newspaper compositor. He is
currently employed to write SGML processing programs by Cambridge University Press. He brews
his own beer.

l Brewing and Distilling in Space

Harry Turtledove

Harry Turtledove's work includes large portions of both alternate history and historical fantasy.
Among his novels are THE GUNS OF THE SOUTH, the WORLDWAR series of alien invasion
during World War II, and the Byzantine-based fantasies of THE VIDESSOS CYCLE. His novella
"Down in the Bottomlands" won a Hugo in 1994.

l Alternate Technological Histories
l Horizon 10 - American Futures

Michael Ward

Michael Ward: Sr. Computer Scientist at Adobe Systems. BS and MS from MIT. Developed space
communications systems, laser interferometers, time-interval instrumentation, color printers,
semiconductor etch and CVD tools. Ex- manager, ex-hardware, now reformed and working on
software. Project: digital scanning and distribution of rare books. Likes single malts.

l Lagging Laws: Copyright
l The Information Economy

Philip Wadler

Philip Wadler is a Professor of Computing Science at the University of Glasgow. His main research
topic is functional programming, but he has a keen interest in keeping the public informed on the
uses and misuses of computers. He has been an invited speaker at conferences in London, New
Haven, Santa Fe, Gdansk, and Sydney; and was an ACM distinguished lecturer 1989--1993. The title
of his doctoral dissertation was `Listlessness is better than laziness'. Home page,

l Computer Risks
l Privacy - is there a Future in it?

Ken and Jo Walton

Ken and Jo Walton live in Lancaster, U.K. They are married to each other and have a son, Sasha, 4.
They have had articles published in White Dwarf, Heroquest Magazine, Pyramid, The Proceedings
of the Royal Martian Geographical society and fiction in Intermix. They are the authors of GURPS
Celtic Fantasy, coming this summer from Steve Jackson Games and are currently working on
Realms of Sorcery for Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay for Hogshead Publishing. They have also
written the Into The Dark Continent series of story-telling card games. They have run Colonisation
workshops at Lunicon and Sou'Wester, and a Galactic Empire at Confabulation. They are on the
temporary committee for Eternicon. They have one biography between them, because they only
come as a set.

l Planetary Colonisation Simulation



James Whalen

TBA.

l Lagging Laws - Computers, Cyberspace and Legal Metaphor

Walter Jon Williams

Walter Jon Williams was born in Minnesota, on the shores of Lake Superior, in 1953. For twenty-
five years he has lived in New Mexico. Walter has published stories in Omni, Asimov's , Aboriginal,
and The Magazine of Fantasy & Science Fiction. The recent novella "Wall, Stone, Craft" had been
nominated for the Hugo, Nebula, and World Fantasy awards. Walter has also contributed stories to
George R.R. Martin's Wild Cards series, including the Nebula-Nominated story "Witness." Walter's
novels include Hardwired, Days of Atonement , and Aristoi. His current release is Metropolitan, a
radical urban fantasy about geomancy, political revolution, love, and hope.

l To Last a Thousand Years

Nancy Zuidema

Nancy has a degree in Political Science and has studied extensively in the field of Anthropology. She
is a life-long ScienceFiction fan and a hopeful author. She has been involved with the Contact Coti
Project for the last seven years, and with the Epona Project since the begining three years ago.She
invented bubble weed, and helped with the creation and evolution of various other Eponan flora and
fauna. She has helped with the creation of the Epona world view, religion and the other aspects of
Eponan culture. She and her husband Roger created the stuffed toy version of Eponan Uther.

l Epona Project

Roger Zuidema

Roger has a degree in Computer Electronics and is employed as a Reliability Engineer for hard disc
drive company. He is an artist, a musician, a sound engineer, a hopeful Science Fiction author, and a
life-long Science Fiction fan. He has been participating in the Coti projects of Contact for the last
seven years and in the Epona Project since the beginging three years ago. He is the creator of the
Spring Croc species and co-creator of several other Eponan flora and fauna. He is the author of the
Eponan Creation Myth and co-creator of the Uthorian World View.

l Epona Project



Intersection Science Programme Update
This article previously went out with PR4 (I think).

Once again, your heroic Science Programme Junta bravely puts finger to keyboard and tries to
impart some information to its public!

First of all, thanks to everyone who has already come forward to participate, but we are, of course,
still looking for enthusiastic volunteers and as many interesting ideas as we can get our hands on. If
you can help us with either do not hesitate to get in touch via the Con address or the email address
given below (which should be right this time, or the editor gets it in the neck...).

[ Unfortunately the major exhibition of Soviet and Russian space hardware reported in a previous
version of this article will not be in the UK until 1996 or later and so can't be at Intersection. -
editor]

In a more fictional mode, one thing we will definitely be running is a First Contact simulation. This
will be run by Chris Boyce, who has run similar items at several Scottish cons, and will involve a
number of people from CONTACT, the organisation that runs a yearly conference of First Contact
discussion and role-play in California. The Intersection version will be designed so that people can
play as large or small a role as they want, whilst regular news briefings and reports will be released
from the Contact Centre in the Fan Fair.

Detailed background of the Contact game will also form part of the poster papers that will be on
show in the Fan Fare. `Poster papers' are for short contributions, in any area of programming, that
can be posted on the wall and read by people at the convention. In the science section, you might
want to display an idea you have for an alien, the design of a planet, a new launch vehicle concept -
anything that might be of interest to other fans. If you'd like to do poster, please get in touch with us
so that we can reserve you some space.

Finally for this time, some news of one of our collaborators in organising the science programme -
the Edinburgh International Scince Festival (EISF). Perhaps not as famous as the annual Arts
Festival, EISF runs in April of each year and uses many of the same venues as its cousin. In 1994, its
sixth year, EISF ran over 200 events, 12 exhibitions and 20 academic conferences. Clearly we'll only
be able to bring you a flavour of what this is like, but we'll be bringing you the best of the festival,
and are planning our own special scientific extravaganza with the help of EISF. If we're lucky, we
might be able to tell you about this in the next PR...

One last thing! We'd like you all to welcome aboard Simon Bradshaw as the fourth member of the
Science Programming Junta. Simon, is currently learning to drive communications satellites for a
living. This means we now have two astronomers, a meteorologist and a space pilot running the
science programme! So, with our eyes fixed firmly on the skies, we must bid you farewell until the
next PR ...

Dave Clements, Science Programming,

d.clements@physics.ox.ac.uk

mailto:d.clements@physics.ox.ac.uk


Intersection Science Programme
At the World Science Fiction Convention, held this year in Glasgow, there will be much more to do
than watch old TV shows. As well as a chance to meet our Guests of Honour, Samuel Delany and
Gerry Anderson, wander round the Dealers' Room and Art Show, watch the film and video
programme, and talk to 5000 science fiction authors and fans alike from around the world, there is
the opportunity to hear about the science behind the fiction.

With the theme of Time and Space, the science programme will have talks on the physics of time
travel, workshops on building interstellar starships, and terraforming other worlds. The discussion
will range from the practicalities of preventing asteroid impacts to whether the legal system can keep
pace with ever-changing technology. From speculation about 10,100,1000 years in the future to what
if the Scots had won the battle of Culloden. Whatever happened to the technophilia of Thunderbirds,
and why was Scottie Scottish?

A First Contact simulation running through the weekend will complement an exhibition of the Coti
Mundi project, the most complex alien planetary ecosphere yet devised. With parties late into the
night, there will be plenty of opportunity of discussing the possibilities of brewing and distilling in
space!

Intersection, the 53rd World Science Fiction Convention, will be held in the SECC in Glasgow from
24-28th of August. For more details email intersection@smof.demon.co.uk or write to

Intersection,
Admail 336,
Glasgow G2 1BR

Mail jbray@cix.compulink.co.uk for more information.

mailto:intersection@smof.demon.co.uk
mailto:jbray@cix.compulink.co.uk


Intersection Starship
As part of the Science programme at Intersection, the 53rd World SF Convention held in Glasgow in
August 1995, a team was assembled to design a starship over 3 days in a series of workshops. The
team, lead by Gerald Nordley, included Bob Forward, Steven Howe, Carol Botteron, Stephen Davis,
and Paul Marrow.

The following is a transcription of the slides at their final presentation:

Overview

Mission: Transportation

l Fast, speed = 0.866c (possible, slower already done)
l Nearby stars, about 15 ly, ie 10 years proper time frame
l Assume robotic visits beforehand
l Accept some risk, but don't depend on one thing.

Energy

l At 0.86c, Kinetic Energy = rest mass energy
l Robotic production leads to exponential growth in capacity

Crew - Passengers

l 30 suggested as minimum for social reasons
l cold sleep didn't seem clearly practical
l People need things to do (make clothing, raise some food, science, cross-training)
l Private space, open space
l Don't know gravity needs, 1g achievable

Life Support

l Include plants and animals, but don't depend on them
l Need water reserves
l Supply mass less than full-up biospheric mass
l Gravity makes plumbing work
l AI utility robots available, needed
l Shielding: cosmic rays, collisions with atoms, dust, sand. 2m of water, magnetic field, lasers,

maneouvre.

Ship design
Add scanned pictures.

John Bray, September 1995
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